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I have for the lust twenty years closely
studied the ups aud downs of farm life;
the whys and wherefores of success or
failure, and the conviction has been
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forced upon

those in his ship, lest they may finally
carry all tu the bottom. To do this successfully, he should early in life, or as
soon as circumstances will permit, invest
in buildings sufficient to house and
properly protect his machines and tools
of all kinds, his stock, his home raistAl
manure, and the various products of his
farm, instead of leaving them exposed
to the weather as so many do.
The
stables should be provided with cement
floors, and be properly ventilated. This
item of buildings alone, if looked after
in proper mauner, will in a few years
save sufficient to cover the cost of erecting, and nearly, if not quite, pay for the
farm as well. Have a place for all things,
and see to it that all things are where
they should be.
He should be prompt and honest in all
his dealings, while strict attention to his
persoual appearance is a duty he owes
society, as well as himself and family.
He should study and practice the laws
of health, being assured that his life and
tlie lives of loved ones around hiiu will
be lengthened and his expenses lessened
by the means.
The farmer needs a generous supply of
fresh reading matter fur himself, that he
may keep in touch with the most important events in the world's history
ami with the latest developments in the
field of agriculture; for his family, that
home may be made more attractive for
them, and that they may be able to concurrent
verse intelligently upon the
topics of the day among themselves, us
as well as when brought in contact with
others.
The farmer also ueeds, along with the
rest, a spirit of discontentment. Not
that of tjie chronic growler, whom nothing pleases and who in turn pleases nobody, but a feeling of "righteous discontentment," one that will keep him
striving to learn more and accomplish
better results, knowing that, no matter
how well lie has apparently succeeded at
the time being, there is always a more

me that a meat deal more
upon the man than upon any
other one factor, or, we might say, than
7Γ i. i'.ick.
upon any collection of factors.
Some farmers, with nothing to start
Surgeon Dentist,
with save a burden of debt*, will with a
MAINS.
■»«tl'Tli PARIS,
ruudowu farm that has not paid exΛ.
penses for years in a comparatively short
n> tsjst work warrante!.
time by gathering crops tliat astound the
natives, pay what they owe and be lay,j0KATlO WOODBURY, A.M., M. D.,
tl
ing by a competency. Others, with
Physician & Surgeon,
ample capital, upon the best of land, will
often fail to make expenses. Now, it is
MAINE.
I
SOUTH PARIS,
not difficult to understand these results.
(».·.'! residence, 14 High Street.
: A large
percentage of those engaged in
farming are wholly unfitted for the busir. smith.
ness.
They never seem to realize how
i to make the most of their surroundings,
Attorney at Law,
or properly utilize tlreir owu time and
MAINS
NORWAY,
! efforts. They try to cultivate more
Bock.
CoUecUohkspccla.ty
land than they can do justice to; keep
I.
more horses than they really need, while
J -i ΛΪ l'»»\ K. BROOKS,
their other stock is generally of too
inferior a grade to give best results.
Attorney at Law.
Their products are gathered and saved
in the most shiftless manuer, ami wheu
Notary Public.
otfered tor sale are of so poor a character
MAIstf.
d'TII PARIS,
that they scarcely bring expenses. Their
receive tuy promt per onal attention
manure pile is allowed to go to waste:
Mit· day claim 1· paid.
on
their land steadily grows poorer, and
promptly.
Λ ii all· re reported
from their standpoint they are ready—if
h ■·!:«.. Κ P. JONES A SON,
need be—to swear that "farming does perfect goal
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WASTED.
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FOR SALE!

THE HERBERT M. TUCKER FARM,

pay.'*

Such being true, we are forced to the
conclusion that farmers are born, not
made, and that the tirst thing most needed is pure blooded stock to draw from.
That is men born with a natural love for
farming, who adopt farming from choice
rather than from necessity or force of
circumstances; meu endowed with good,
hard, common seu-se, who know a good
thing when they see it, and can be taught
that there is really something in "book
farming" after all; men who, iu times of
perplexity or adversity, will "find a way,
or make it." out of the difficulty, instead
of loafing at the corner store and "cussing" the weather, the lawmakers or the
low prices of products.
If we compare farmers as a class at the
beginning of the nineteenth century
with those at its close, the latter will
gain no "wreaths of laurel" by the comparison. What ditl the pioneer farmers
of this country have to start with? Litmuscle,
tle. indeed, save brain and
coupled with an inherent love of their
calling. Literally, hewing out an existence from a wilderness.
What have not the farmers of to-day?
With their free agricultural colleges,
schools and institutes, where the child of
four years may enter anil remain till he
completes his education; their experiment stations and the agricultural press
to start them right, on the road to sucwith their
cess. and keep them there;
improved labor saving machines au«l aptheir
time iuto
convert
that
pliances,
money; with their rapid transit by land
and water; with their telegraphs ami
telephones, their home and foreign
markets, surrounded by advantages and
privileges—not to mention luxuries—
ueither enjoyed nor dreamed of by their
predecessors; and, lastly, with all the
rest, they have a multitude of industries
If a certain industry is
to choose from.
not suited to their inclination or to the
section iu which they live, they are still
free to select one that is. There is absolutely everything, even to fertility, for
their land ready and waiting for modern
farmers, and yet many fail to make

Because, as "you
■.·
·π the Ituckiietd road. three miles from
farmiug pay.
^•uth Pari» village. The farm contdns 75 acres
cannot squeeze blood from a turnip,"
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rural" delivery and cream routes.1 and
and strength to execute, the
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energy

Very pleasant location.

What do they
need most? Is it an easy berth, wherein
they can live without work? Is it governfor partieulant au·! term* luijulre of
ment ownership and control of railroads,
WILSON Jt «RAY, 9·. Pult.
telegraph and steamship lines? Is it
or 8 M KING near the premise».
bonded warehouses, run by the government, wherein they may deposit a lot of
NOTICE.
cabbages, potatoes or other perishable
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he ha» produce and draw uine-tenths of their
beeu
Iuly appointe·*! administrator of the value ou demand? Or is it cheap State
•.state of
bank currency, with free silver thrown
>1">AN M BRYANT, late of Sumner,
In trie County of OltbrU, iltcMUd. and given
in, so that money will be more plentiful
Îxiii'U M the law directs. All person# having
aud prices higher?
■!< anls against the estate of said leccaae» 1 an
.><·: ι uey ueeu noneoi cuese, uui wiey
ami
>-!red to
present the eauie for settlement,
i:l In lebted thereto are rei|uet»te»I to make pay
do need, first and foremost, α liberal
nient immediately.
education, in which at least the fundaJOHN H. ROBINSON.
June 3rd. 1904.
mental principles of agriculture are ineluded. This, in most if not all the
NOTICE.
States of the I'nion, is offered free, the
t
Plstrlct Court of the I'ulted State·» for the
ouly items of expense being board and
IM-trlct of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
books, which with due economy cau be
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
IIakoli> W Mkskkvk.
reduced to so small a sum that there is
of Krvel'urir, Bankrupt. )
reason why any one desiring should
Meserve, no
ΐ<> the cn-«lltors of Harold W
li the County of <»xft>rU and district afore· not secure it.
the
m1 I :
education
After acquiring an
Notice I* hereby given that on the ?th «lav of farmer needs
patience. He must learn,
June, A. l>. 1!*>3, uie -aid Harold W. Meserve
aud had best learu early, to begiu at the
* t* 'Inly adjudicated bankrupt; ami that the tlrxt
meeting" of hie ere·III»η» will be hel'l at th· bottom anil build upward, aud not strive
South l'arls, on the 25tli
Court lluu»e, In
to get rich in a siugle year, for the only
19U2, at 10 o'clock
■!ay of June, A. l>.
iu
accumulating
In the forenoou, at which time the sabl safe rule to follow
• :e<lltors
their
claim·.
atten<l,
may
prove
wealth, iu uo matter w hat vocation, is to
Appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, hasten slowly. He also needs prudence
1
such other business as
d4dr

nitkkirr

cad

question naturally arises,

CAUCnwC

1

.·

an·

transact

properly come before said meeting.
South Paris, June 'th. 15)02.
G KO. A. WILSON,

may

Referee In Bankrut tcy.

PKuBlTE NOTICES.
To all person·» Interested In either of the estates
hereinafter named
At a l'robate Court held at Krveburg. In
an·! for the County of Oxford. on the 1st Tuesday
•f June.In the vearofour Lor<l one thousand nine
hundred and two, the following matter having
heeti presented for the action thereupon herein
after indicated. It Is hereby Ordkrki>
That notice thereof be given t»> all persons In
tcrrsted, by causing a copy of this order to be
lui'· Ν he· I three weens successively In the Ox
ford iH-mocrat. a newspaper publtMie»! at South
I'srls, in sal·I County, that they may appear at a
Prohàte Court to be held at Paris, on tht
thirl Tuesday of July, A. l>. Ιϋοΐ, at nine of the
duck In the forenoon, anil be beard thereon U

they see cause.
ENOCH M TltiADWKLL, late of Hiram,
•ieceucl; will ami eonltell thereto, an<l petition
for probate thereof presented by -lerusha C.
Trea'lwel·, the executrix therelu nana·!.
ZI'.PHA MCDONALD, late of BrownfleUI,
'Weased. Klnal account présente»! for allow
•ace, also petition for distribution of balance
remaining In his hamls présenté·! by Krancis A.
fox. administrator.

ADDISON K. HKRK1CK, Judge of said Court
A true copy—Atte-t :
aI.BKKT l>. PARK, Register.
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to

lead

liiin

safely through

the

quick-

sands of debt. Unless unavoidable circumstances arise, he should not spend
his iuouey until he has earned it.
He needs perseverance and industry,
to conquer difficulties aud discouragements that are sure to spring up all
along the pathway of life. He needs
tinuuess of character, to proclaim the
right aud dare maintain it. He needs ;y
home of his owu, which lilackstoue
rightly styles "a man's castle," a place
"where there are none to molest or
make afraid," where he can put his
educational advantages into the best
practical use; by analyzing the character
of his different soils, thus enabling him
to determine the constituent elements
lacking, so that he may supply them
judiciously and cheaply; by building up
the fertility of his land with home raised
and home mixed fertilizers, iu conjunction with such rotation of crops as
his location aud soil demand, thereby
makiug his farm self sustaining, for unless he cau make it so he had best try
some other calling.
Λ home in fee simple, the possession
of which and the consciousness that it is
part and parcel of his native land, inspires within his breast that love of
country aud the flag, its emblem, obtainable iu no other way.
Λ home in defence of which he is
willing to sacrifice ambition, wealth, even
life itself. A home typical of the happy
home beyond, where, surruuuded by
loving wife and family, he enjoys life as
he goes along, where it is a joy and comfort to toil for those around him. and
where as the improvements are added
one by one the ties that bind liiiu to it
are drawn closer and closer as the years
roll on. A home made attractive by the
beautiful within doors and without, so
that his children will love it better and
better as they grow older, and not feel
that irresistible desire, now so common,
to leave for pastures new.
The farmer needs independence to
enable him to get out of the old ruts,
and to think and experiment along new
lines for himself, for no experiment is
without true worth. Xo matter how
financial
great a failure it may be from a
there is always some lesson

standpoint,

be learned.
But he especially needs system in his
business and daily habits. By keeping
books, he should at a moment's notice
be able to tell the cost and consequent
accruing profit or loss on any crop or by
product, or for any year that he has
farmed. He should stop the leaks in his
to

business as

carefully

as

beyond.

include legislative
enactments pertaining to taxes, trusts,
commercial
laws, good roads
railroads,
and the like, all of which would be beneficial. but these are all of minor consideration, and, like rural free mail delivery. will gradually evolve from the
existing circumstances and conditions as
the needs of the country demand.
Let the farmer follow the lines briefly
enumerated, not forgetting th«? many
blessings and privileges which surround
him, privileges which his ancestors of a
century ago knew nothing of, and which
the agricultural population of no other
country under the sun enjoys, and he
will not only by word of mouth, but by
example and precept, proclaim farming
a success.—Tribune Farmer.
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PRUNING.
VKKY

IN FRUIT GROWING

IMPORTANT

IN

HEADING

NEW

—

WOOD.

While pruning has to be modified to
suit the style of training employed with
any given plant, each species of plant
bears its fruit in a peculiar manner,
which renders the maintenance of wood
»

-1

*—

iu order tu secure a crop of fruit.
APPLE

AMD

PEAR.

In the case of tbe apple and the pear
the fruits are borne upon wood of laHt
year's growth only. Heading in or
shortening each shoot of the season's
growth, therefore must be done with
care in order not to reduce the bearing
wood beyond a profitable limit. With
these two plants, however, the bearing
shoots are not those making the most
vigorous growth at the ends of the
branches, but they are usually more
obscurely located upon the sides of the
branches, and make a much smaller
growth, for which reason they have been
termed "spurs."
PEACH.

With the peach, however, it is the
wood of the last season's growth upon
which the fruits are directly borne, and
with them heading in may be successfully employed to limit the quantity of
fruit borne by the tree. Japan plums
bear on both year-old wood and spurs;
pruning may, therefore, be used to thin
the fruit, the same as in the case of the

peach.

QUINCE.

1,111
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of a night," I said to
I galloped through the
myself
sludgy mire of the country road
to Mobanne In the bewildering
darkness and through the rain which
was driving down like the sleet of a
waterfall—a terror of a night for a
lovers' meeting truly, and, though I
had ridden close ou ten miles through
it and had had to dodge a couple of
French scouting parties, I doubted
whether a dainty little beauty like
Lota would be able to venture the 200
yards to our rendezvous even to see
"WT'S

I

a

differs from both its close relatives, the
apple and the pear; but as these shoots
arise from wood of the previous season's
growth, pruning must be so adjusted
that the fruit crop will not be reduced.
GRAPE.

terror
as

tue.

CURRANT

AND

GOOSEBERRY.

In the case of the currant and gooseberry the fruits are produced on both
old and new wood; the fruits appear as
auxiliary growths from the shoot itself,
ami wood three years or more of age is
unprolitable ami should be cut away.
STRAWBERRIES.

from the scorching mid-day sun and
from annoying Hies. It pays to give the
attention.
Keep their
calves close
quarters clean and their feeding pails

sweet.—Farmer.

no corn.

them over with obstinate carefulness I
made my plnns.
A glance showed what they were—
vital revelations of the disposition and
strength of the German troops in the
district, a number of indications of
routes and so much of the plan of immediate campaign as was known to

htir

ltonri r»lneo

tn

questious that

my tongue.
When we reached the house, my
guide pushed open one of the long
casement windows and led me first into a small room that was in darkness
and then opened the door of oue be-

yond, where I

rose

saw

to

lights.

entered, expecting, of course, to
meet Lota, but instead 1 found myself
face to face with three French officers
of cavalry, one of whom was sitting at
a table poring over eome papers, the
other two leaning over him. all three in
I

deep consultation.
1 stopped dead in my astonishmeut.
My first thought was that I had fallen
luto a trap laid for my capture. My

hand flew to my sword, nnd 1 resolved
to sell my life dearly. The fear of possible consequences to Lota stayed me.
however, while the manner of the offi-

They

were

Herr Lieutenant"
said the man at the table as the others
drew back and stood behind him. "You
are late, and we were just studying
your route, fearing you hud been de-

"Good

or

evening.

prevented."

Hood Farm Remedies.
all
Diseases of Stock-Prepared by C. I.
Hood Co., Lowell. Mass., and Originated
by Mr. Hood, who is both a Thoroughly
Educated Pharmacist and a large Owner
and Experienced Breeder of Fine Stock
—In Constant Use at Hood Farm When
Required Different Remedies for Different Diseases.

Most

Successful

in the Treatment of

Hood Farm Milk Fever Cure
(Improved Schmidt Treatment complete). A positive cure. Saves the most
valuable

Can be successfully
after cow is unconscious.

cows.

ministered

adNo

previous experience needed. $2.50.
Hood Farm Abortion Cure
For cows that bave previously aborted

and those that sbow signs of abortion.
Strengthens the organs to hold fœtus.

for

administering, 75 cents.

Hood Farm Calf Scour Cure
Promptly checks scours. Has cured 85
per cent, in some herds. $1 and $2.50.
Hood Fabm Digestive Powder ($1 und
$2.50) should be used with Scour Cure.
Hood Farm Condition Powder·
Best conditioner on the market. Make
horses eat, and do more work on less
feed. Excellent for cows and growing
stock. Make hens lay. 25c., 50c. qfid $1.

Hood Farm Liniment
For man or beast. Great external remedy for sprains, swellings, lameness, InMakes
flammation, colds, distemper.
splendid body wash for trotting borsea.
25c., 50c., $1 and $2.

Hood Farm Carget Cure
dispo$1 and $2.50. Hood Farm Salts, $1.
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wh'eb i bad entered and
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tbe anus of three men who bad just
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red
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me.

sn'd the 1,rote of
Its
glistening.

a

tell η» the truth, then.

'\"»ns'rUcatne

«ces

in lond alter®·

|

l"hnt before my captors bad seized
away to
again aud dragged
;Sm where they stood guard an"tl^f
me

me

/ stoppai dead in my iwtonMimcnU
I'm to be met with a threat of murder
after risking my life to come here to
warn you I'll say no more."
A sharp order from his superior
caused li 1 m to put away the pistol,
growling ominously and frowning at
me.

What do you meanV Who
was asked sharply, and
my answer was inspired by the only
plan I could form on the spur of the
moment. If it cost me my life. 1 resolved to find out who was the real

"Warning!

are

you?" I

spy.
"I mean that the whole plot of these
papers has been discovered." I replied
in an even, steady tone; "that at tin
risk of my life I came hither; that the
man who wrote;those papers will soon
be here, having been supplied with
false ones to mislead you into taking
that may Involve you in peril and

Btepe

disaster."
The effect of my words was electrical. A brief, earnest consultation followed.
"This.ls a very extraordinary story,
elr," said the major at length. "Who
are you. may I ask?"
"No; you may not. Th^e are to be

mentioned In the affair."

no names

"True, but you have either forced

into the midst of this matter,
or you have reudered France a valua1 must press for your
ble service.

yourself

therefore."
"Nevertheless I must refuse to give
It," I answered firmly.
name,

"How did you come here?"
"I was at the rendezvous, and your
guide met me and brought me here."
"How did you know of the rendez-

vous?"
"I have told you the whole thing has
I could scarcely have been
come out.
there if I had not known of it, 1 presume."
"But what proof have I that your
story Is true?"
"Confront me with"—I hesitated na
If I had been about to mention a name
and added—"with the writer of those."
The shot told, aud the plea was accepted, to my huge satisfaction.
At that moment the third officer, who
had hitherto said nothing, whispered a
suggestion to the major, who nodded
acquiescence and sent him out of the
room.

"You will give your word to remain

hn»

n.l

tl.f I

τ*

V

"I see no reason for that." I said
sliurply. "I came voluntarily and aiu

uot likely to run away."
"Nevertheless I must detain you." returned the uiajor peremptorily.
"1 pay no heed to threats." said I.
"By heavens, but the man's a spy, I
tell you!" exclaimed the red captain

vehemently.
My blood took fire at this.
"You He. sir!" I cried In a voice of

I rushed forward and
the mouth.
"Λ thousand devils!" be shouted and
was for whipping out his revolver, but
I was tlrst and covered him.
"Try to draw that weapon and you're
a dead man!" I said sternly, and I
meant It. too. as he read In my looks.
The major bad not bad time to interfere. but now he said: ,
"Put up your weapon, sir. and coneider yourself under arrest, whoever
Your private quarrel you
you are.
must settle some other time."
"I'm willing to settle it now across

passion,

and

struck him

on

the table!" said I.
"Silence!" he thundered.

"Then be so good as to send that
man out of the room or I'll leave It"
But at that moment an interruption
The third officer returned and
came.
paid the man they bad been expecting
had arrived. With him came also, as
I knew well enough, the crisis of mat-

,

e

1 remained there probably an uou
Wben 1 was carVied again to, the
cnceoi

ut- mm umwi»·

presj

»

on the side of the table opposite the
major, and the soldiers were sent away.
are the Graf von Hollebrann.
lieutenant in the German army? began the major in a dry. inquisitorial

"Yoi

manner.

•'Before I answer any question I
must understand the object of my being interrogated and the reasou for

this treatment"
"You have been caught acting in a
very equivocal manner, and I am giving you an opportunity of explaining
your conduct If you cannot or will not
explain It, the consequences must be on
your own head."
"Yes; I am the Graf von Ilollebrann.
....

*
What next?"
"Your object in coming here t
"I decline to say."
"No mutter. Mlle, de Choiseul has
very chivalrously stated it was to meet
her. Why did you give me the other
reasou?"
I hesitated a moment and then re-

vived to answer frankly.
"I was brought to this room to mj
I saw there was
intense surprise.
some treachery afloat, and 1 resoUed
to ascertain who was the traitor.
told that tale to make sure of being
brought face to face with him.
-You admit then, that you determined to play the spy so far. \ou «II

understand the gravity of your posi
tion. therefore."
1 shrugged my shoulders.
)(
"1 did what I felt to be my duty.
and re"You saw the risks, no
You know the
solved to take them.

dopbt

consequences V"
"I don't understand you. 1 said, a
very uncomfortable feeling beginning
to steal over mo. He looted ul> «
with hard, impassive eyes.
"The punishment of a sp> who
caught is—whatV" Ilia voice was hard

steel.
I was silent
"You are on your own confession a
Bpy. and you will therefore be shot,
h
I could not resist the tightening of
the muscles at my heart, but I choked
down every evidence of my consternation. I thought of poor Lota and of
her horror and misery at having
cently helped to bring matters to this
as

inno_

nase

with me.

There was a dead silence in the room
for a full minute.
"To shoot me as a spy. Major MontIt will provoke much
rev is murder.
voice quite steady.
He shrugged his shoulders.
I would not condescend to Plca*
I stood
my life and said no more.
of mv suddenly broken career
andofthe girl whom I loved so passionately. It was the thought of htr

£°d

thinking

that made me wince. My% tnt
broken by the major. Looking at
searchingly, he said:
y
••You can save your
Give your word to say nothing
you have seen here and agree to help
Lieutenant von Masson in
^
"Enough of that, If you peas
broke in. "I hold the man who tempts

pain
was

nil

lifeJf

scoundrel

^who

the one
tens. My honor is not for sale.
He winced, and I saw him bite his
Up. Then he called In the guard.
as

big

a

as

TMfffctdTbigestioη

That Is dyspepsia.
It makes life miserable.
Its sufferers eat not because they ward to,
-but simply because they mutt.
They know they arc irritable and fretful ι
but they cannot be otherwise.
stood
ter·. Meanwhile my antagonist
They complain of a bud taste in the
scowling at me, the pauor or nis cheeks mouth, a tenderness at the pit of the stomred
thrown up by the contrasting dark
ach, an uneasy feelln* of puffy fulncw
of his shaggy whiskers and beard.
headache, heaxlburn and what not.
The effectual remedy, proved by
"Let him come in," said the major,
severe cases, Is
and in the dead silence I heard foot- nent cures of thousand* of
and the clank of a sword as the

P*"1}®

steps
spy crossed the ball.
The Instant my eyes fell

on

him I

Hood's Sarsapartlla
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U555Ç pills
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UM beat c»tu*rtlc.

now long nave 1 to live?" I asked.
"An hour," was the curt reply.
"Can I have paper and ink? I wish
the truth to be known."
"No."
"Ah, you wisîi the murder to be secret."
Ills answer was to wave me out of
the room. I fired a parting shot
"One of my Judges is obviously a
man of fine honor," I cried contemptuously to Captain d'Aguilar as I passed
him. "A platoon is a far surer revenge
for a coward than a duel."
The taunt went straight home, for he
started, caught bis breath and half
leaped to his feet as if to answer me.
Rut no interruption followed, and I
was led away by the guard. This time
they took me out of the house and
thrust me into what appeared to be a
kind of woodshed. The key was turned
on me, the soldiers remaining on guard
outside.
It was some time before my eyes
grew accustomed to the darkness, and
then I began to feel about the place. I
found some heaps of cut wood and. sitting down on one of them, was surprised at the Jangle of falling iron or steel.
Feeling about on the door, my hand»
came In contact with a sword, and to
my intense Joy I found it was my own.
I fastened it on. and while vowing that
uow I would have a fight for my life I
began to wonder who could have put it
In such a place.
I set it down to Lota. The brave girl
had learned where I should be imprisoned and had brought the sword here.
Probably, too, there was some way of
escape if I could only find it. With that
1 began to grope around the walls and
feel for a window.
I was doing this when there came a
noise of unbarring, and an opening was
made in the wall, through which the
night air came rushing cold and blusterous.
"Herr Graf!" called a voice.
"Who is that?"
^
"It is I, Captain d'Aguilar. You will
find your sword there. If you are not
afraid, come out by this window, and I
will lead you to a place where I can
cheat the platoon by taking your life."'
"Good," said I emphatically, seeing
now it was he, and not Lota, who had
put the sword there for me and why he
had done it. In a moment I was by his
side and we were striding through the
darkness of the night.
lie took me to an empty barn in
which a couple of lamps were burning,

giving

a

to rscnll him. and
Lota, all against my wishes, went in ..

mv

the house.
I understood at once that Lota, scared
by the weather, had resolved to risk a
meeting in or close to the house, and 1
knew there would be plenty of need for
caution in such a venture. I followed,
therefore, without putting one of the

could not restrain an exclamation ot
astonishment, lie was a man
favor with the staff and of excellentt
familv. Lieutenant von Masson. Hl«
us be caught eight of me H«
turned white to the l«l>s and would

i«

"Don't speak α word."
I led my horse through the gate, fastened hlui to the bough of a tree and
hastened after the dark figure, ikjw
passing quickly and noiselessly toward
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fob sale by
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does the sailor be given;

by the officer In command, a major.
At the close the major handed me a
packet of papers, and while I turned

ear.
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$1 and $2.50.
protitable quantities by plants more than Hood Farm Breeding Powder
Plants oyer two years of
one year old.
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CARE OF CALVES.
Keep the March, April and May calves
at the bam all summer and feed them on
dry hay for roughage rather tlian grass.
It is lost labor to hitch them out fora
bite of grass, as many do, so long as
there is hay in the barn. Ί he dry hay
is butter to go with their feed of miHc
than is iho green grass. Besides, when
at the barn they are shielded in comfort

affair might prove ugly enough.
The three drew together, and the red
man, whom I beard addressed as cap
tain, was remonstrated with sharply

ed figure.
"Is that you. Lota?" I asked, though
the rainstorm nearly drowned my voice.
"Hush!" The figure held up a hand,
as of one warning or beckoning.
lu a trice I was on the ground by her
side, but it was not Lota.
"You are to follow me," said the

layed

Raspberries and blackberries both
bear their fruits on short shoote which
arise from canes of the previous season's
growth. While these shoots are usually
auxiliary shoots, the fruits are always
terminal. In the case of the grape,
which bears its fruit upon annual shoots
arising from canes of the previous year,
the fruit is produced at a node, and
takes the place of a leaf; several fruit
clusters may, therefore, arise from a
single shoot of the grape.

"Do you doubt our word, you?" cried
the red man very angrily and with
coutempt in his voice.
I read his meaning. lie took me for
I had been plunged head over
α spy.
heels into u pretty little spy conspiracy. and unlesR my wits were brisk the

But for the war we should have been
man and wife before this, for we had
fought down the opposition of her
friends, and the fact that I was the
rich (Jraf von Hollebrann had helped our staff.
to overcome their objection on the
Every eye was bent on me as I stood
score of my nationality.
turning over the papers, thinking for
With the outbreak of the war, how- all I was worth how I could discover
the scoundrel who had betrayed these
ever, all their opposition had been renewed with a thousandfold virulence, secrets.
"You recognize them, I presume?"
and Lota had beeu forbidden to see me
said the major, a little impatiently.
or to write to "an enemy of France
actually In arms against her." Our "You know your own writing?"
love had laughed at the prohibition.
"I see what they are," I answered
We had met twice while my regiment deliberately, and as I handed them
lay so close to Mobanne, and I had ar- back 1 managed to secure two or three
ranged this third meeting to try to «beets. Then, looking him straight in
cheer the poor little trembling heart.
the face, I added: "But they are not in
I drew rein as I neared the house and my writing.
I am not the man who
went vor> cautiously till I reached the gave the information."
little side gate of the grounds where
The speech acted like a bombshell.
she was to be. I stood there, shrouded
The red bearded captain sprang to
in the deep darkness of the overhang- bis feet und, drawing a revolver, leving trees, and waited. But 1 knew eled it at my head as he cried excitthe French scouts were out in the dis- edly:
trict, and, having no mind-to be taken
"And what traitor are you. then?"
prisoner. I soon began to develop im"You can put that revolver up." I an
patience and was meditating the ex- swered, looking at him coolly, "and if
pediency of forcing the gate and exploring the grouuds themselves when 1
heard the catch click ο s if some one
were opening It, and a moment later I
saw the shadow of a completely hood-

The grape bears its fruit on shoots of
IIis manner was obviously genuine,
the season, which in turn usually arise
but why should be "fear" I had been
from canes of tbe
previous year's detained?
growth. Old wood on the grape is
"It is a very ugly night, gentlemen."
little
therefore of
value, hence tho deas if in explanavelopment of so many systems of train- I answered evasively,
ing which maintain only a single perma- tion.
nent trunk, from the top of which the
"True, and some of our fellows are
bearing canes are renewed each year. on the road too. Where are the paThe so-called "renewal," "high renewpers?"
al," "Knitïen," "Munsou," and various
What did this mean—papers? Then
overhead systems of training all possess
cf my
this feature in common. In fact, it is they did not know, the object
I began to scent devilment
the only economical way in which to visit.
For the fruit though what course to take I could not
handle native kinds.
garden, however, where the vines are see. Obviously they did not know me.
desired for covering arbors, pruning Was I
siy>posed to know them?
must be modified so as to secure a
"Papers?" I echoed, wlfti a look as of
screen from the new growth as early in
"Who are you. gentlemen?"
the season as practicable. For this pur- suspicion.
"tJood." bç replied, smiliu»:· "and
pose a modification of the "horizontalnames
arm" system of training will be found quite ri};bt. But you know no
most advantageous.
By planting the ure to be used in this matter."
"But I have never seen you before."
viges closely and carrying up single
trunks to a fixed height, and from the said I. emboldened by my first successtop of tbe stalk carrying out horizontal ful shot.
arms along which "spurs" are maintain"We are here in the place of those
ed, a short growth from each spur will
have hitherto seen," was the anbe sufficient to give a uniform and suffi- you
"Caution is good, but make your
swer.
ciently dense canopy of leaves for the
mind easy."
arbor.
AND Ο LACK II ERR I ES.

"I want some proof." said I coolly,
and an exclamation of Impatience
burst from one of the two listeners, a
ivd bearded, fierce looking man. The
one iu command checked him.
"I have a proof for you —some of
your previous papers." said he to me.
"Show me." And I stretched out my
laud.

A. W". Afarchmoiit

Copyright, ISOi, by

quince bears its fruit at the extremity of new shoots of the presont cers changed my opinion.
season's growth, iu which respect it apparently expecting me.
The
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He gave himself up to dentil like a
brave man atul faced me calmly.
"To the death, sir!" he said, speaking
for the first time since the fight began.
"To the devil!" 1 answered. "Do you
take me for a butcher?"
He could stand no longer and sank

half fainting to the ground.
"I must bind up that arm or you'll
bleed to death before help can come."
"No. no! Fly. sir!" he said, his voice
now weak. "You will be caught bere,

and then"—
I wasted no time In words: but. tearing a sash from his waist, I managed a
rough kind of tourniquet and so stoppod the rush of blood. As I was finishing I heard steps approaching the barn.

He heard them too.
"Ply, fly!" lie whispered.
Catching up my coat and sword. 1
ran toward the door.
"D'AgulIar, l*»Vguilar.aro you there?"
I recognized tlie major's voice, but
made no reply. The big. unwieldy door

back, and Major Montrey cauni
Ile saw me and put himself in my

swung

in.

path.

"What's the meaning of this? Yot;
can't pass!" he cried.
"Fore God. man, have a care!" 1
cried furiously. "Stand out of my path
or I'll cut you down." Hut he stood higround and called for help.
In a moment I was on him. Lifting
my sword on high and uttering a f< at·
ful oath, I dropped my coat and ri shed
at him.
"That man's wounded," I cried and.
catching up my coat, dashed out into
the dark. 1 ran almost straight into
the arms of the soldiers who w< r<- has
tening ni» in reply to the tnaj :-'s cry
for help.
"Who goes there?" they cried, and i
heard the ring of tlieir carbines.
I did not stay to think, but flung in.
self on the nearest and drove him will;
all my might against Ins companion,
betting them all in confusion, and he

ing

a

rapid feint, I put all my strength

into a terrific stroke which he tried in
vain to parry. It crashed through his
guard and slashed into his sword arm
with such force as to nearly sever the
limb from the body. Ills sword went
clattering »o the ground and hung helpless by his side, the blood gushing out
in

spurts that told

of a severed artery.

the shouts they sent up brought the
few i>eople who were still out of their
beds running to doors and windows to
watch the strange race.
I had only two miles farther to ride
now, but as I left the village street and
splashed on between the hedgerows
again my heart sank suddenly.
The rain had stopped and the eky
lifted ρ bit, and at the top of a short,
the
easy slope I saw drawn

up^across

road, their figures blackly silhouetted
against the sky line, a cordon of horsemen.

It was all over. I was caught between ttio two parties. 1 drew rein,
pulling my faithful beast almost on to
his haunches, and glanced desperately
at the tall hedges on either side to see
if I could possibly leap them. They
Had my horse been
were hopeless.
fresh and myself unwounded I could
But
not have dashed through thepi.
my one forlorn chance now was to
make the attempt I backed my horse
to one side and was about to dig the
rowels into him and urge him to an effort when my heart gave a leap of Joy.
"Who goes there?"
The challenge was in German, and in
less time than it takes to toll It I was
among my own men, safe, though almost fainting from fatigue and loss of
blood.

our

"

iVhat'n the meaning υ' Uiittf

fore they hail recovered from the eon
than half a minute we stood facing one fusion I had darted into some shrubanother in the grim, silent place, star- bery that bordered the spot.
ing into each other's eyes, ready to enFortunately I knew my way and
gage.
made at top speed for the place where
"To the death!" he said fiercely.
I had left my horse. 1 had scarcely got
"To the death!" I answered In the away when three shots rung out on the
same tone, setting my teeth, and our night air, and then the place seemed
swords crossed.
alive with men, whose shouts and cries
The first few passes showed me that and shots I heard all about the house
I was a stronger man than he, but he ami stables and grounds.
the better swordsman. lie was, howI tore across the lawu like a hunted
ever. half beside himself with rage, thing, pausing only a monwnt to throw
and frointhe moment when he hissed my coat over my shoulders so as t<>
out the words. "To the death!" I saw keep off some of the rain that was now
bis deadly intent was set on killing me. pelting down more heavily than ever:
The light was abominably insufficient but, thinking I heard them behind me.
for the grim work. The lamps were I sped on faster than before.
I felt myself growing weak now from
placed one in the middle of each side of
the long, gloomy barn, and. although loss of blood and was reel in κ badly
the light was fairly distributed as we when I reached the gate. My the m
stood in the center. I saw in a moment cy of heaven the key was in it. ami
that if either of us gave way the man minute later I had found my horse and
who was pressed back would be at an led him through. I was in the act "tThe ground
enormous disadvantage.
mounting when some one rushed
was very uneven, too, merely beaten through the gate and called my name
earth, and the lumps and bumps on it It was Lota.
were likely enough to trip one up if
<>f th<
"I was going t«> !» ι y
forced backward. My antagonist had
ad e.· taped.
ehed when I found y m
as
as
of
these
things
keenly
taken note
Fritz," she said. "And then I came to
I, and he put all bis force and strength
wait here by your h..n<;. Arc you
into an effort to drive ine back.
safe?"
1 answered with an dffort equal to
At that instant the notes of ·; bugle
his own, and for awhile our heavy
rang out, calling the men t.> mount.
unand
clashed
swords
rang
cavalry
"My darling child, you must r.ot stop
der the tierce blows which we dealt at
here!" I cried, pressing my lips to hers
one another.
"I must not stay either. Tliey know
Had it not been for his rape I am
the road I must take, and in a minute I
me
killed
convinced he would have
shall have the whole gang at my heels
he
for
within a couple of minutes,
and the countryside routed in pursuit
lunged and cut at me, parrying my
of nie."
best strokes with a skill far beyond
"Oh, it is terrible, it is terrible:" she
miue.
sobbed. "Take me with you. Fritz
Hut he fought like a madman, and 1
They will kill me for this night's
Was soou sure that his strength could
work."
not last long at the furious pace he
"My dearest, I dare not. My horse
set. I fought mainly ou the defensive,
not possibly carry us both, and
could
to
save
work
had
all my
therefore, and
we should be caught before we had
myself. Indeed 1 was wounded in
gone a mile."
three places before I touched him
"I-Yirgivi· m··! I know. 1 know! Hut I
once.
am mail at having brought you to this.
A furious blow at my head I man<;<κ1 bless you. Fritz, husband,
aged to turn, but only so that It gash- Goodby.
even if I never see you again!" she
ed my left shoulder, bringing the blood
streaming down my arm and side. Al- cried.
It was agony to leave her. but it
most instantly afterward a smarting
would have been death to have taken
cut on my leg told me I was wounded
there, and before I had time to think her. 1 strained her to my heart, and
of it his sword had sliced the lower even as our lips met I could hear my
was
pursuers in the distance. My heart
part of my left cheek.
All the time not a word was spoken, torn at the pain of leaving her, but
not a moment's breathing space made there was no other course.
in the fighting. We eyed each other in
I clambered into the saddle, bent
grim, deadly animosity, and, except down for a last caress and dashed off
that there was a brighter gleam of along the pitch dark road at top speed,
vindictiveness and pleasure when he glad she did not know of my wounds.
wounded me. there was no change in
If I had not known every step of my
the fierce intensity and blood lust with road, I could not have escaped. After
which ills eyes held mine.
half a mile at a mad gallop I put my
I saw that I should be certainly kill- horse at the low hedge by the roadside
ed if 1 kept on the defensive only. I and «truck out a bee line aeross counshould either be hacked to pieces grad- try. It was heavy going and treacherually or grow too weak from loss of ous. but it saved a very considerable
blood to parry ids more dangerous distance, and when I emerged on to the
blows. I changed, therefore, suddenly, road again 1 could hear nothing of the
and, with something of the wildness troopers.
of a beast at bay when it scents death.
I let my horse get his wind, thereI began to cut and thrust at him with fore, and waited until I caught sound
nil the strength I could muster, pour- of the men again before I pricked foring in my blows with such rapid vio- ward once more at the gallop. I knew
lence that twice in as many minutes I of another
point where I could take a
broke down his guard and wounded short cut, but this time 1 wan delayed
him.
by the very heavy going, and when I
We were both bleeding badly now,
reached the road again I found the
and my antagonist was breathing very men close behind nie.
heavily with the fatigue of the combat,
A loud shout soon told me they had
but my rage had laid hold of me now, heard the sound of my horse's hoofs,
and, though I was cool and wary and a moment later they commenced a
enough outwardly, I fought with all desultory dropping fire with their carthe liery vehemence of desperation. My
bines.
greater strength soon told, and I rained
in my blows with such staggering rapidity that he could scarcely fend them
off, and at that I saw a look come into
his eyes which spoke of his conviction
that 1 should beat him.
This glided me to still further exertions. Now was my chance or neVer,
and a minute later the end came. Mak-

tnuke.
But I set my teeth, drove my heels
into his willing sides and resolved to
hold on till he dropped or one of their
chance bullets should hit me. I encouraged him with words and caresses aa
well as the spur, and he seemed to feel
the danger as much as I.
As I clattered into the village I looked eagerly ahead and around, and, to
my infinite relief, there was not a sign
of the scouting party. But my pursuers were closing up behind me, while

My pursuers heard the challenge, too,
drew rein and then retreated.
I had fallen in with a scouting party
of my own corps in the nick of time,
aud they took me back to camp, where
the story of Von Masson's treachery
created a great sensation.
Instantly a strong party was dispatched to Mobanne to try to catch
him and the oilicers, but the house was
found to be deserted by all except
Lota, her aunt and their servants, who
were all just starting for Paris.
Lota wrote me a description of the
scene that followed my escape and renewed in the letter the vows she had
breathed in my ears at the moment of

dim, unsteady light.

"Time's short. This is the best we
can do. We must use swords and can
have no witnesses. Sign this first." lie
held out a paper, and I read it by the
light of the two small lamps.
"We, Captain d'Aguilar and the Graf
von Hollebrann, have agreed to settle
our quarrel alone together here with
swords. Everything fairly and honorably done."
1 signed under his name and laid the
paper underneath one of the lamps.
"QuicK!" he said, and I saw he had
already stripped to his shirt and was
rolling up the sleeve of his sword arm.
I made ready instantly, and in less

I began now to dcepair. I was near·
ing a village where I had come across a
scouting party on my way out, while
my horse was beginning to feel the effects of the big effort he had had to
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Period of Growth.
Children i>orn between September
and February are, some authorities
state, not so tall as those l>orn in the
summer and spring months, and the
growth of children is much more rapid
frotn March till August The extremities grow rapidly up to the sixteenth
year, then there is a slow growth till

The legs chletiy
the thirtieth year.
grow between the tenth and seven-

teenth year.

Comparing the general results. It appears that ther" are six periods of
growth. The ûrst extends up to the
sixth or eighth year and is one of very
rapid growth; the second period, from
eleven to fourteen years, growth is

glow; the third period, from sixteen to

seventeen; the fourth period shows a
slow growth up to the age «>f thirty for
height, up to fifty for chest girth: the
fifth period is one of rest, from thirty
to fifty years; tve sixth period Is characterized by a decrease in all ditneneions of the

body.

Special Grnre,
"Yes," said a teacher in a south side
school the other day while endeavoring to explain to her class how the
fame word may have different meanings, "there is more than one kind of
Ills

grace. Grace may he a girl's name,
and grace means beauty, too; so that
when we say a lady or anything else
is full of grace we mean that she or it
is beautiful in form and in character.
Now, there is another kind of grace.
I wonder who can explain what it is.

Freddie, what does your father say
when he sits down to breakfast in the

mornings?"
"
'Oh, gosh, ma, I wish things wasn't
always put on the table so sloppy that
they spoil a fellow's appetite/ "—Chicago Record-IIerald.
Banana Jalrr For Bronchitis.

The juice of bananas is recommended
as one of the best remedies in chronic
bronchitis with insufficient expectoraA dram
tion and marked dyspnœa.
eight or ten times a day during the
first days is usually prescribed, and

later the dose can be diminished.
The sirip is prepared as follows: Cut
the fruit in slices and place them in a
Jar; sprinkle with suKar and cover the
Jar, which is then enveloped in struw
and placed in cold water, and the latter
is heated io the boiling point. The Jar
is then removed, allowed to cool, and
the Juice is poured into little bottles.
Imitating the Mimic of a Cascade.
Certain tribes on the Amazon have
been fascinated by the music of the
Musical Instruments were
waterfall.
found in use among them consisting of
a
complicated mechanism by which
water was#poured from one bowl Into
another, in imitation of the cascade,
and then returned by the receiving
bowl Into the vessel which had poured
it, so that by a repetition of this mechanism a constant murmur of a cascade
could be kept up so long as the audience desired or the player was able to

perform It

London'· Postal Servie».

So complete are the postal arrangements of Loudon that there is not a
house more than 200 yards from a letter box or 400 from a postotfice and
There are over
money order office.
10,000 pillar boxes (we call them letter
boxes), which are cleared every hour
from 10 in the morning till 5 iu the
evening, and there are twelve deliveries α day in the city.
Λ Tidbit.

A lady who had α pet magpie used
to allow it to take bits of food from
between her Hps. One day It perched
on her shoulder, as usual, but Instead
of taking the tidbit she offered him he
poked a nice, fat. green cuterpillur between her lips.
Cantloaa.
"Have you got any corned beef?"
asked the guest.
"All I know about It," said the conscientious waiter, "is that it looks like
Wish some?"—
ι beef and it's corned.
Chicago Tribune.
It is a good thing for a young man
to try to make hie mark In the world
I bo long as he usee something betides
I red paint in doing It—Syracuse Her-

ald.
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AT WOOD A FOR BBS, I
Editor· ud

THE OOINGS OF THE WEEK

IN ALL

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

TUKSDATS.

Proprietor·.
A. K. rOEBBS.

bKHI M. ATWOQD.

THE OXFORD BEAES.

PARIS HILL.
Baptist Church, Ββτ. H. H. Bishop,
Preaching every Sunday at 11 a. m.
Sunday School at fi M. Sabbath Evening 8er
vloe at 7:80 r. M. Prayer Meeting Thursday
evening at 7 30 r. M.
Universalis! Church, Rev. J. H. Little. Pastor.
Prea.-hlng service every Sunday at 11 a. m.
sun<tay achooi at IS M.
flret
Pastor.

The schools closed Friday, and the
scholars are enjoying their vacation to
Tikiu —#1.50 a T(tr If paid strictly In advance. the utmost.
Otherwise #i.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.
Mise Gertrude Harlow of Dixfield has
ADTUTisKMKjrr·:— AU legal advertisement» been
visiting her sister, Mrs. George M.
ut given three consecutive Insertion· for #1JO
for a few days.
per Inch In length of column. Special contract· Atwood,
made with local, transient and yearly advertia
Mrs. Ε. H. Barton of Cincinnati, 0.,
er».
is a guest at Mrs. Marble's.
Jo» PKMTUO.-— Sew type, faat preese·, «team
George W. Gray and wife of Denmaak
power, experienced workmn and low price· were in town Wednesday.
Mr. Gray atI
eon bine to make thl* department of our butitended the Republican convention and
nee· complete and popular.
Mrs. Gray accompanied him, and in the
afternoon they drove to the Hill and
COP^e·
called on Miss Jewett.
cents I
Douait
Misses Julia and Gertrude Brinckle
fo.ur
«ualksi
Xhev
each
i*
arrived at the Hill Friday for the sum-

wfiLdT.

i&aSSsasSrSSSS
PubiUhirT"

mer.

Mrs. Ε. Π. Jackson, Miss Mary Uubbard. Mrs. O. A. Maxim and Mrs. J. D.
Billings of Xewtonville are spending a
* ^'ruif stor»
few days at Bailey Island.
^^ioe
Bucktieid
Harold II. Thayer was at Lewiston
·>
last week, taking his term examinations
Will Atwood took his
at Bates College.
place as clerk in J. M. Thayer's store.
Miss Helen R. Cole is attending the
COMING EVENTS.
commencement at Westbrook Seminary
South
June is.—L>euiociatlc County Convention,
this week.
Parie.
The Cniversalist pulpit was supplied
July il-iS.—Summer «chool, Canton.
on Sunday by Kev. C. E. Lund of LewisAuk. i-9.—Old Home Week.
ton, who gave an excellent discourse.
The supply next Sunday will be Rev. R.
SEW A l> V Ε RTIS Ε M ENTS.
H. Dix of Rumford Falls.
Loren B. Merrill returned last week
Shirt WalstK.
from
a trip of a few days to Boston.
Strlch A ZeMler Planoe.
Arthur Cole has been laid olf for a
Separate Skirts:
Blue Store·.
few days with injuries received while
tiolf Club* and Balle.
Commissioner*' Notice.
adjusting a belt at the sled factory Wed-

r,uï&fr°**,er·

Ss?KS

««•'•il

nesday.

Probate Notices.
Notice of Appointment.

THE

C. F. Mathewson and family of New
York, who have engaged the Emery

house of Mrs. Snow for the summer, arand are established here.

CONVENTION.

COUNTY

Thursday
Wednesday rived Mathewson
remained only a few
Mr.
which placed in nomination Republican
this time, as he is to sail in a
at
days
candidates fur the several county offices, few days on a business trip to Europe,
Mrs.
was a remarkably unanimous body, all which will occupy about a month.
Merrill of Portland is with the Mathewits work being done by acclamation.
sons.
The

of

convention

last

Nevertheless there was no lack of interest, but a wide-awake spirit was shown
which augurs well for the future of the

party in the county.

Of the candidates named, the larger
are now tilling the offices to

portion

which they have

now

beeu renominated,

and the quality of the service which they
The
are giving is known of all men.
new men

named are John M. Philbrook

of Bethel, present chairman of the board
of County Commissioners, nominated
for Senator. K. P. Faunce of Oxford,
nominated for

County

Commissioner,

and Edgar L. Flint of Hiram, nominated for Sheriff. These are all men well

qu&litied

for

the

respective positions,

aud the entire ticket will command the

hearty support
County.

of

the

Oxford

Republicans

of

THE W. C. T. U. CONVENTION.
The fifteenth annual session of the
Oxford County Woman's Christian Temperance 1'nion was held in the Congregational church, Norway, June 12 aud
13.
The church was tastefully decorated
with potted plants, and the delegates
cordially welcomed by the Norway
At 10:30 Thursday the convenladies.
tion was called to order by the county
dresident, Mrs. Martha B. Chapman of
Bethel. After devotional services», and
roll call of officers, an address of welMrs. C. N. Tubbs,
come was given by
president of Norway I'nion, which was
responded to by Mrs. Clifford of Hiram.
Next » ame the address of the county
president which was full of suggestive
A fine reading
and helpful thoughts.
was given by Miss Fannie Cummings,
and after some reports, came introduction of visitors, noontide prayer and ad-

journment.
The special feature of the afternoon
was a
most excellent paper. "Suggestions with regard to 'Y' work" by Mrs.
Eleanor Jones of Norway.
Thursday evening Mrs. Nellie G.
Burger of Clark, Missouri, gave a tine
address which should have been listened
M»

uy C»fIJ

Illttll

IU WAIUIU

VUUUIJ.

OUIT

ject,
My Kniiiht of the Nineteenth
Mrs. Hurler is a talented
Century."
sjH-aker of winning personality, anil she
held the closest attention of

ence.

a

good audi-

Apropos of the small number of gentlemen present she told the story of
two little girls who were talking of the
One
prospects of marriage in heaven.
girl firmly believed that divinely ordained institution extended beyond the
borders of this life, the other insisted
that such could not be the case, for,
said she: "There would not be near men
We regret that
enough to go around."
more young men could not have heard
the ideal knighthood embodied in her
inspiring address.
At this meeting two soloa w»*re beautifully sung by Mrs. Bradbury of Norway.

Friday morning the
ing was let! by Mrs.

devotional meetPottle of South
Paris. After singing the county song
written by Miss Isabel Shirley came
election of officers, which has been al-

ready reported.
Two interesting and helpful papers

"What young people
were then read:
should read" by Mrs. L. T. Barker,
Bethel, and a paper on "Humane education," by Miss Jessie Kimball of
Hiram.
Next came a most touching and impressive memorial service which was in
charge of Mrs. Julia N. Rich of West
Paris. The county has lost five members by death during the past year.
Music consisted of a pleasing duet by
Mrs. Pottle and Mrs. White, and a very
suitable and beautiful solo by Mrs.
Miss Lulie E.
Whit*· of West Paris.
Tuell of West Paris accompanist.
The superintendents' reports show a
good degree of interest and a great
amount of practical work done in the
various departments of the organization.
At 1:80 p. M. devotional exercises
were led by Rev. Mr. Rideout.
A paper on "Practical temperance''
work was read by Miss Jennie M. Brown
After an interesting disof West Paris.
cussion it was voted, on motion of Dr.
Anuctte Bennett of Norway, to print
this paper in the Oxford Democrat, and
it will appear in a later issue.
were
resolutions
The
following
adopted by the convention:
Resolved. That the Oxford County Woman'»
Christian Temperance t'lilon In the ilfteenth annual convention assembled, acknowledge the
goodness of Ood to us In the past, ηπΊ renew
our pledge to seek more and more his gui·lance

In the future.
Resolved, Tlist we will do all In our power to
secure the enforcement of the prohibitory law of
our state.
Resolved, That we are lu favor of arbitration
a* a means of settling state, natloual anil International difficulties
Resolved, That we recommend to the unions
of Oxford County the placing of the book "Tern
pcrauce Help# for Primary Teachers," by Malwl
Kreese of Bangor, lu the hands of each teacher
In the primary grades.
Kesolved, that as a body of women In conven
tlon assembled, we do hereby express oar belief
in the value of the temperance leasons In the In
ternatlona! Suuday School aeries, an·! respectfully request the continuance of the same.
Resolved, That we heartllv commend the
as germane
to
"savlDK« bank" department
the purpose of our beloved order, a» It encour
ages the habit of thrift and self denial so essential to character building.
Resolved. That we extend to our retiring president and recording secretary our thanks for
their uutlrlng labors In behalf of our county
organUatlon and the cause of temperance.
Resolved, That the thanks of tnla convention
are due to the Norway Union and friend*, for
their hospitable eutertalnment, to the Congregational society U r the use of their chnrch, for the
flower», the music, the U. T. R. R. for reduced
fare, and to all who have In any way allied In the
entertalnmeut of this convention.

During the convention raeals were
served in the diniug πκ>πι connected
with the church, and the tables were
loaded with dainty, appetizing food.
The kind thoughtfulness of the Norway
ladies was greatly appreciated by all
visitors.
new
received
have
We
courage,
strength and inspiration from this asLet us go forward
sembling together.
to greater achievements in the futnre.
At the Tufts College commencement
last week, the honorary degree of Master
of Arta was conferred upon Hon. John
I
P. Swasey of Canton.

Perley B. Ryerson, who is now employed on the Boston and Providence
Railroad, is at home for a vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Hutchinson of
at S. E.
Canton have been guests
Newell's.
Mrs. H. J. Reilly, Henry J. Reilly,
Miss Reilly, and John R. Reilly, of
Washington, I). C., are at the Hubbard
House for the summer.
Mrs. M. B. Carter and Miss Julia Carter arrived from Montclair, N. J., Saturday. and are at their house here for
the summer.
Quite a number of guests arrived at
James L. Chase's White Mountain View
Farm last week, including Com. W. F.
Lowe of Newton. Mass., on the retired
list of the uavv, Mrs. Lowe, and their
two sons, William and Francis: Dr. F.
O. Cobb, wife and daughters, Ruth and
Madolin, ami nurse, of Portland; Mrs.
Lull and daughter Dorothy of Amherst,
Mass.; Charles Cook of the firm of
Cook, Everett Λ Pennell of I'ortlaud,
Mrs. Cook and daughters Isabel and
Ruth: and Lawrence Pirce and Mrs.
Sarah Pirce of Auburn.
Harold Brown. Harvard li<04. who has
spent his summers for several years with
his uncle, Mr. Lewis M. Brown, at Old
Brick, left N'ew York Saturday for Colorado, where lie will engage in mining.
Mr. Brown was a favorite amou£ the
young people here and will be greatly
missed. Good luck to him.
Percy Briggs. an 11-year-old boy, who
has lived with Charles Colby for the past
six years, and one Joe Rabideaux, a 17year-old French boy, formerly of Berlin,
V. II.. who has been working for Mr.
Colby on l.is farm, started on Sunday,
the 15th inst., saying they were going to
Paris Hill to attend church. The boys
have not returned. Mr. Colby found
that they took dinner with his son in
Bucktield on the day they left, but has
no further trace of them.
Information
concerning them should be addressed to
Mr. Colby at Paris Hill.
At the directors' meeting of the Unity
Club last week Mr. O. A. Maxim was
chosen general superintendent for the
season.
All persons wishing anything
special done for the improvement of the
village are requested to consult with him
as it is
the earnest desire of the clnb to
please all concerned as far as the funds
will allow.
Mrs. J. Β. Cole entertains her aunt,
Mrs. Heleu M. Kimball of Los Angeles.
California, and cousin, Mrs. Katherine
W. Frost, of New York.
Paris Hill is fast becoming the summer headquarters of the army and navy.
In addition to the officers and families
of officers who are already located here,
some over twenty in number, the family
of another regular army captain and the
wife and daughter of the late Admiral
John W. Philip of the navy are to spend
the present summer here.
Admission to Hamlin Memorial Hall
cau be obtained at any time by calling
on the janitor, Mrs. Curtis, and the payment of a fee of 10 cents.
The library is
open for the distribution of books every
Tuesday evening, and during July, August and September will also be opened
for that purpose on Saturday afternoons.
The books are free to all.
ΡΚΚ OltUKU of Dikectoks.

8UCKFIELD.
Elaborate plane (or a Masonic banquet
were somewhat dampened last Monday
evening by the storm. Gnests were in
attendance from various towns. All told
about 80 participated in the exercises.
County Attorney Skelton of Lewiston
addressed them and Rabboni Quartette of
Lewiston furnished music.
Anniversary No. 1 of Mountain Grange
State Lecturer
off
June 17.
came
Thompson was present. A grand social
closed the proceedings Tuesday evening.
J. E. Warren has returned from Portland with a view to joining his father in
the harness business.
A game of ball between the Buckfields
and East Hebrons Saturday week resulted in a score of 11 to 12 in favor of the
Buckfields.
Geo. Bridgham
Curious weather.
says he has peas which have been bloomwith
nary a pod. We
ing for two weeks,
are in about the same fix.
George is
developing into a poet, rather on the
humorous.
H. A. Irish had a family gathering
Luther and Lewis from
over Sunday.
Rumford Falls and Allen from Bath.
Rev. Mr. Hannaford of Rumford Falls
wae in town Tuesday.
Coombs, the artist, of Lewiston, is
stopping at Hotel Long for a few days.
A special train composed of two Pullmans
preceded the regular morning
train Thursday, taking the stockholders
of the Oxford Paper Co. to Rumford
Falls. They appeared to be taking it
easy, nearly all were smoking, probably
"two for fives."
C. H. Foster of Vermont has hired the
Farris house near Clarence Foster's for
the season.
V. P. DeCoster has sold his broilers at
Poland Spring for 30 cents per pound,
netting tiO cents.
Mrs. Jane Ripley, 63 years of age.
passed away Thursday at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. C. II. Tuttle, the last
survivor of the family.
Mrs. Wallace Tuttle and Dr. O. R.
Ilall are very poorly.
Amy Shaw attended Hebron commencement, and her brother, Howard
P., visited the Edward Little High
School, from which they graduated a
few years since.
There was a meeting of the Oxford
County Telephone Co. at G. A. R. Hall
Friday. Negotiations are going on for
the Oxford Co. or the Eastern to have
control of the Big Four arrangement.
Matters are not fully settled at latest advices.
Schools closed Friday.
Mr. F. A. Taylor of Westboro, Mass.,
lately bought the property known as the
Ledge House and is also looking for
more.
Anyone having property of this
kind for sale apply to Mr. George H.
Hersey, Buckfield, Maine, who is Mr.

Taylor's agent.

GREENWOOD.

FRYEBURG.

Rev. Mr. Llbby, recently of Andover

Theological Seminary, preached at the
Congregational church June 8. By in-

vitation of the senior class he gave the
baccalaureate sermon in the evening at
the same place, which gave universal
The prominent feature
satisfaction.
of the eervice was the splendid rendering of Dudley Buck's "Te Deum" by a
quartette made up of Mrs. Pike, soprano;
Mrs. Eastman, alto; Mr. Pushard, tenor;
Mr. Willard, bass.
Our teachers are now coming home.
Miss Harriet Abbott from Swansea,
Mass., and her sister Martha, kindergarten teacher at Fort Fairfield, came on

Saturday.

Thomas Souther of Portland was at
Mr. Barrows' Saturday.
Mr. W. G. Gerry of Boston came on
Saturday to attend the graduation of
his daughter.
Miss Alice Whitney, who has been at
Mr. Gordon's for a few weeks, went to

Portland

on

Saturday.

Rev. S. N. Adams of Westbrook was in
the village last week.
Miss Sue Weston is at home from
Boeton.
Mr. Granville Austin has made a short
A
visit to his mother, Mrs. Pillsbury.
sister of Mrs. Pillsbury's from Boston is
to spend the summer with her.
Mies II. C. Osgood has come home
from her visit to Livermore Falls.
Mr. Price has removed from The Oxford to his summer home at E. P. WesMr. Weston has been quite sick,
ton's.
but is recovering.
The body of James Abbott of Waterville, brother of the late W. H. Abbott,
was brought here for burial.
Mr. G. N. Cross, principal of the Robinson Seminary of Exeter, Ν. H. (whose
lecture on Venice in last winter's course
was so much enjoyed by all who heard
it), and Mrs. Crose, visited Miss Anna
Barrows, who gives a weekly lecture at
the seminary during the winter, at her
father's, on their way to their summer
cottage at Randolph, Ν. H.
The commencement exercises of the
academy on Tuesday was the event of
the week, and the occasion was, as usual,
very gratifying to the participants and
their friends, who came to applaud their
deserving efforts.
ΡΚΟΟΚΛΜ.

Music.

Prayer.

Music—To Arm».
Roble Ms son Evans.
Salutatory Address,
Washington and Lincoln as Statesmen.

Ktta Elizabeth Rurhank.
Class Oration—The American Republic,
Lucius Black Swett.
I'ubllc I.lbrarleH,
Ralph Waldo Cousins.
M unie—Selected.
The Aim of an Education,
«îeorula Alta Cole.
Progress of Electrical Invention during the
Max Gibson Newman.
Last Century.
John Kranklln Ruzzell.
Presentation of (ilfts,
Elolse Gerry.
Valedictory Address,
Music—Remember Now Thy Creator.
Conferring of Diplomas.

Strawberries now find their way on to
Benediction.
the table, but there has been so little
A prize debate was held on Monday
sunshine to put the saccharine principle
The gold medal awarded by
into them as to need an extra dose of evening.
Wallace Mason, a Fryeburg Academy
sugar and cream.
in Leominster, Mass.,
Crass is about the only crop that is graduate teaching
was given to Miss Eloise Gerry, and
making much advancement during this
of
were

money
gained by Evelyn
cold wet weather.
Herdsgrass is head- prizes
anil Webster Davis for the
ing out and old fields are nearly ready Thompson
Tho other prizes
for the machine.
That means a busy greatest improvement.
to Evelyn
of books were awarded
time for the fanners in the near future;
and Bessie Mayo, girls; Ossince there is hardly any hoeing done Thompson

iv/iv

justice.

niv* ivwu

ability

Still every one there present
would have been pleased to hear him all

at once.

Thursday evening the

young men of
Bethel invited their friends to a social
dance in Odeon Hall, which was enjoyed
by all who attended.
The graduating exercises of the grammar school were held Friday afternoon.
The school room was packed to listen to
the parts, which were finely rendered.
Miss Jane Gibson, the teacher, may well
The parts were
be proud of her pupils.
a* follows:

the same.
Chas. B. Brooks was married last week
as reported, gave a reception the next
day evening, and is now settled down
Mr. Brooks is
to double life as it were.
somewhat advanced in years, having
seen nearly three-score and fifteen years,
and has great-grandchildren several
years old; but it seemed necessary to
take such a step since his daughter, who
Salutatory—Asa Smith.
has kept house for him ever since his
KHenajrs— Loi· Durkee, Hattle Foster, Grace
first wife died, is in feeble health, and Stowell.
no longer able to do his work.
Hence
Class History—Crystal Swan.
Gift»—Helen Burgess.
our
congratulations, Mr. and Mrs.
Prophecy—Vivian Dlngley.
Brooks.
Oration, Onward—Byron Cummlngs.
WEST PARIS
Deacon K. L. Cole had a paralytic
Valedictory—Jeanette Brett.
Mrs. Leland Lane and children of Ply- shock
recently, and although not very
Friday evening a large audience enmouth, Mass., have been for a few days severe it affected his entire right side,
joyed the entertainment given by Luciers'
at the home of C. H. Lane.
The family and also his
was
diffiso
that
it
Minstrels.
speech,
are on their way to Kumford Falls where
cult to make himself understood. He is
July 1st Bethel is to have a rare treat,
Mr. Lane has preceded them to arrange now
it being the date of Professor Chapslowly
convalescing.
for their new home.
Mr. Lane is to be
The professor takes
man's concert.
cashier of the Kumford National Bank of
LOVEU.
great pride in giving his nativo town
that place.
Mrs. Hirsch, with her son and daugh- and county the very best musical talent,
Mr. Allie Perry came home from the
ter, from New York, are occupying the and the coming concert is eagerly antilakes a few days ago very ill, and the
larger cottage of B. £. Brown on cipated by the lovers of fine music. Prophysicians give but small hope of his Keazar Lake, and will remain during the fessor Scott Wight is managing a series
recovery.
season.
The remainder will come later of concerts for Professor Chapman, the
F. L. Willis is having a long piazza
Mr. Coburn and family have taken first being held in Winthrop.
put on the east side of his house. Jerry Geo. W. Andrews' cottage for the seaCole is doing the work.
son, and are there now.
Mrs. Ezra Kidlon has been very sick
OXFORD.
Mr. Umpstatter and family have rented
for a few days, but at this writing is X. H. Palmer's house for the season,
Mrs. Corning and Miss Isabel Corning
Mrs.
Josiah
slightly improved.
Moody, and came the first of the week. Howard came here on Thursday from Hartford,
Mrs. Kidlon's daughter, is caring for Palmer will work for him
during the Conn., where they spent the winter.
her.
summer.
They will remain here through the sumRev. A. S. I.add held his first quarterly
Jessie A. Chapman is at home from mer.
conference here on Wednesday evening
Fryeburg Academy for the vacation.
Reginald Robinson of this place and
last.
C. K. Chapman and wife were at the Beatrice Caldwell of East Oxford were
John Dunham of Rumford Falls is
and
in the graduating class at Hebron. Quite
graduation and concert at Fryeburg,
visiting bis sister, Mrs. C. F. Barden.
he was in Portland the next day.
a number attended the exercises.
Mrs. Geo. L. Jackson of Yarmouth is
Mrs. Moses Kimball of Stow, formerly
Nichols of Worcester,
Mr. Roger
visiting her mother, Mrs. Clara Ridlon. of this town, has been calling on friends Mass., was in town last week.
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Dunham have here.
Mrs. Stearns of Bethel has been visitgone to Waterville to visit their son, H.
Daniel McAllister and W. S. Fox both ing her daughter, Mrs. Verrill.
K. Dunham.
sold their pairs of gray horses to go out
Mr. Charles Fuller died at Pigeon Hill
L. M. Mann & Son have their lumber of town this week, and Ε. N. Fox sold of
consumption, June 8. He leaves an
all
cut
at
their
mill
in
this
nearly
place. one horse.
aged mother who has been an invalid for
The telephone craze still continues,
The piece of state road near Charles some years. His father died about a
and a new line from West Paris to SumStanley's has been completed as far as year ago.
ner is just being wired.
We hope that will be made the
Leeter
Mrs. Clarence Graffam and
present year.
the quarreling tliat has existed on some
Mrs. James B. Irish is at Charles D. Cotton of Sanford are visiting at Alton
of the other lines will not crop out on Chandler's,
and
for
Mrs.
Chandler
Verrill's.
caring
this line. If it does, Johnnie had better the new
Mr. Gray has gone to Portland for the
baby.
get his gun.
The sheds connected with Odd Fel- summer and Walter Cullinan is driving
A new line of plank sidewalk has been lows' Hall are
being shingled, and the for Mr. Hayes.
put in from Dr. Packard's to the Locke roof a part of the distance raised to make
Mr. Rimber of Washington canvassed
which
is
to
be
as
continued
as
far
place,
a room in the second story for the use of in town for United States Histories, 30
the bridge as soon as the town can pay the
volumes.
encampment.
the bills, and it is proposed to spend
Rev. Mr. Newport will preach the
HEBRON
money in that way rather than have
baccalaureate sermon before the graduatdecent streets for the majority of the
Commencement week has gone by and ing class.
the place is getting settled down after
public.
Dr. and Mrs. Elliot of New York are
Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
Kidlon and the rush. Many strangers have been in
the summer at their log cabin
spending
daughter of Portland are visiting rela- the place during the week. Wednesday on the snore of Thompson Pond.
it.
tives here.
was a fine day and all enjoyed
The Oxford Grammar School graduaDr. Packard of West Paris will take a
Mr. Wm. T. Marshall of Auburn was tion will occur Thursday evening, June
Mr.
vacation of a few weeks, commencing buried here Sunday afternoon.
20, with the following programme:
about the 23d of June.
The doctor is Marshall was a native of this place and
Music
somewhat tired and needs a rest.
lived here many years.
Prayer.
J. F. Moody, Jr., is at home from
Music.
Hanr C. DeLano.
Exeter, X. H., on his summer vacation. Life of Bobert K. Lee,
Lewis K. Trebilcock.
WEST BUCKFIELD.
The most of the schools in town closed Revolutionary Heroes,
Ethel L. Kenton.
rhe
Pilgrims,
C. Π. Flagg came over to Horatio last week.
Jessie M. Kay.
Native State,
of My
F agg's Saturday night and wen: back
Dr. Fred Bowman and family
Mr·. Minnie R. Gove,
Ru'llng.
Alton I. DeLano.
Duluth, Minnesota, are visiting his rhen and Now,
Sunday. Hia family is in Portland.
Alice M. Stearns.
Sir Walter Raleigh,
mother and other relatives here. Dr. Life of
Harry Buck sold a cow last week.
Albert R. Robinson.
McKlnley'a Boyhood,
Scott Briggs and Sidney Thayer each Bowman has not been here since about Life of Benj. Krankllu,
Addle D. Barns.
Music.
weut down with a two-horse load of the time of his father'· death fifteen
of Washington,
Training
Early
calves Monday morning.
finds
and
changes.
many
fears ago,
Flora B. Skllllngs.
Romanzo Lowe has a carpenter from
William H. Bean.
Exploits of Daniel Boone,
MASON.
South Paris at work for him.
How We Should Spend Vacation,
V. Walker,
shut
mill
is
Brothers'
saw
Margaret
Miss Gertrude Bonney was at home
Hastings
Harry P. Kay.
rhe American Indian,
iown for a few days.
Mrs. Gove.
Sunday from Norway.
reading,
Mrs. A. H. Kenerson and two children Slavery In the United States,
Jennie Bonney is at work for her sisMildred M. Wardwell.
at
been
iave
Cushing's,
Douglas
visiting
ter. Mrs. Dan Emery.
sketches from Oxford's History, Lins R Carr.
Emma Bonney is at work for Fred J ind also in Albany'the past week.
Life of Abraham Lincoln,
Harry W. Davis.
is
on the
Hutchinson
Ernest
Mr·. Gove.
living
Holland at Buckfield.
Beading,
1
Presentation of diploma·.
Miss Sadie Austin's mare has a colt 3eo. Westleigh place.
1 31a··
song.
Her
is
Mrs. Cyrus Mills
quite poorly.
ind Shirley Bonney's mare haa a colt.
Mule.
Miaa Ethel Bradbury haa finished her ! laughter, Mrs. Martyn, from Harrison,
be served after the
will
Ice
crwun
two
her
the
for
with
las been
past
sourae at Leavitt Institute and ia at
reeks.
I graduation.
lome.
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nights.
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OBADU-1

ATES A CLASS OF FORTY-TWO.—
ADDRESS BY JUDOE HALE.

%

|
|

program :

|

is almost here. The whiteIf ode.
weed is in full bloom and the grass has
Prayer.
Mu»ic.
gained very nearly its usual height.
That thi
Discussion of Question—Resolved
Mrs. Frank Pierce passed a few days
Reconstruction on the basis of Negro Suffrage
of last week at Mechanic Falls with her was
an unwise policy.
son Everett and family.
Affirmative—Wiley O. Newman, Sullivan, Me.,
Albert Bradford of Turner was in the Isaac R. McCombe, 8anfonl, Me., Albert W.
Austin, Rucklleld, Me.
place last Sabbath.
Negative—Byron A. Wright. Danville. Vt.,
Melvin Farrie' little daughter is quite Nelson I. Mixer, South Union, Me., Roscoe II.
have
all
with
a
severe
sick
cold. Nearly
Hupper, Martinsville. Me.
Decision of Question.
the same sickness.
Judges—F. C. Bowman, M. D., Duluth, Minn
IVv. w. E. Brooks, D. D., South Paris, Me.,
WILSON'S MILLS.
Hon. Perclval Bonney, Portland, Me.
and
Bennett
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
The prizes were awarded on the
infant eon are up on a visit to Mrs. BenThe
merits of the individual speakers.
nett's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Olson.
first prize wa1 given to Nelson I. Mixer,
A.
is
R.
David York
Storey's and the second to Roscoe H. Hupper.
painting
buildings.
Tuesday was assigned for the annual
Public roads have been laid out to
Mrs. P. R.
of the trustees.
each man's house in town, and Road meeting
Sturtevant, who was made president of
is
them
II.
Bennett
6.
putting
Agent
the board one year ago, in partial recoginto good shape for teams.
nition of her munificent gifts to the inBlack flies have put in an appearance.
stitution, on account of ill health, asked
They are very plenty and very hungry. to be released from the duties of the
The long continued wet weather is
chief executive office, and Hon. Percival
very depressing.
Bonney, who formerly held the office for
several years, was elected to the presPORTER-MARSHALL.
of
A very pretty home wedding occurred idency, and Hon. George D. Bisbee
Sabbath morning at the hour of nine Rumford Falls was elected vice-presiretains her
o'clock, at the home of Charles S. dent. Mrs. Sturtevant still
of
Marshall, the home of the bride. The position as a member of the board
interest in the institucontracting parties were Joseph Hicks trustees, and her
was
Porter of Boston and Miss Winnibelle tion for which she has done so mnch
Marshall of Paris. Rev. A. W. Pottle never greater.
Tuesday evening brought a brilliant
performed the ceremony and the Methocorridist Episcopal form with ring was used. scene at the spacious parlors and
The house was tastefully decorated with dors of the magnificent Sturtevant Home,
ferns and field daisies and on the table a when the senior class gave a reception
alumni and friends of the school.
large bouquet of roses. The bride was to the this
occasion the class gift, several
becomingly gowned and the happy pair Upon
No fine pictures for the reading room, was
made a very pleasing Impression.
Richardson of
cards were issued as the wedding was presented by Samuel B.
class, and accepted in bestrictly private. But the presents from the graduating
Percival
their large circle of friends were numer- half of the trustees by Hon.
Bonney. Light lunch was served in the
ous and valuable.
Mr. Porter is one of the enterprising dining room.
Wednesday, graduation day, was all
sons of Paris, but for several years has
friends
been in Boston, where now he has a fine that could be desired, and many
church to
businese position. Mrs. Porter is one of of the school filled the Baptist
one of which is
the most popular young ladies of Paris, listen to essays, any
would our
and while all congratulate her on her worthy of special mention
marriage and future home, they at the space allow.
same time regret that they must lose her
PROGRAM.
from their midst. Mr. and Mrs. Porter
9:30 Λ. M.
Boston.
home
in
will make their
Music.
MAINE POLITICS.

Salutatory,

vice-presidents by John M. Holland of
Dixfield, on the committee on resolutions by Francis A. Fox of Kezar Falls,

Mclntire of Waterford was
member of the State Committee. The resolutions declare in favor
of an immediate declaration of ultimate
independence for the Philippines, denounce trusts, advocate free trade in all
trust products, call for the election of
the railroad commissioners by the people, favor the gradual acquirement of
public ownership of public utilities,
soundly denounce prohibition, and call
for resubmission of the
prohibitory
amendment. The convention was the
in years.
held
the
Democrats
by
largest

and B. G.

selected

as

ACTOR'S HOLIDAY.
Miles & Caldwell will present at Norway Opera House, Thursday, June 26,
their big, successful farce-comedy, The
Actor's Holiday, and from the words of
praise that come from all parts of the
country where this company has appeared, we are going to get a first-class entertainment. The company is indeed a
THE

strong

one.

Among the

names

Invocation.

Perley

we

Thorne,· Eat t I.lvermorc
Story,
Grace Velma Andrews,} Jefferson.
Hannibal Hamlin,
Carroll Eugene Farrlngton,! Dlxtleld.
The Ship Subtldy Bill,
harlc." Samuel Spurting,! Cranberry Ιβΐ.'β
The Uees of a Library,
Marlon Owen Bradley,! Portland.
§Thc Russian Invasion of China,
A Hebrew

William

to be done. Quite likely it will
not be easy; you will not get any mental
training from doing easy things, but
From doing hard things so well that they
The world will never
?et to be easy.
wait for you; you will not generally have
time to talk about the thing to be done
or theorize about it, but the opportunity will present itself, and if you hav.·
the habit of iidelity in doing everything,
the little things and the great, as well a*
they can possibly be done, you will not
only &t that thing done well, but
yifu will tit your mind to seize opportunities; so that, perhaps, the first thing
to be said about fidelity is that it teaches
the mind to seize opportunity.
The ancients represented opportunity
as a figure with a forelock of hair and
at
the
without drapery fleeing past
highest speed: so that if you failed to
catch her as she came towards you there
was no hope that you could ever lay
your detaining hand upon her and bring
her back. The man or the woman who
tomes

The sun shone brightly upon Hebron's I
commencement exercises this year, and
every detail passed off to the satisfaction
rod the credit of all participating.
On Sunday Rev. Wm. E. Brooks, D. I
D., of South Paris preached an able
baccalaureate sermon from the texts
pany was present.
found in Ps. 8:3-5; Ps. 130:6 and Phil.
Baker Phillips* aged mother is losing 3:13.
strength but is as comfortable in other
A broad and general scholarship is 1
respects as of late.
essential to the development of the
C. F. McKenney is sick with a severe well-balanced man.
Enlargement of
cold.
Dr. Heald was called Tueeday mind, broadening of vision, gaining an
of the field
the
vastness
morning.
apprehension of
Rev. Mr. Kelley has commenced to are the foundation stones upon which
visit his parishioners this week to form the well-rounded and
symmetrical eduan acquaintance with them.
cation must rest.
All vegetation is thriving finely reOn Monday evening the annual prize
gardless of the cold windy days and debate was given with the following

The Democratic state convention at
The concert in the evening by the Itangor Tuesday placed in nomination
Harvard Quartette of Boston was well as candidate for governor Hon. Samuel
deserving the large audience that heard W. Gould of Skowhegan. Hon. John
it, and was much superior to some that B. Madigan of Houlton was chairman of
have been heard previously. Particular the convention. The delegates were admention should be made of the readings dressed after the conclusion of the busiby Miss Mabel Sawyer of Steep Falls, a ness by the famed Democratic congressFryeburg Academy graduate, who has man, Champ Clark of Missouri. Oxford
just taken a post-graduate year at the County was represented on the list of

Charles Dunham and wife of West
Bethel visited at the Bennett Place last
Saturday, and returned home the following Monday. Charles was in the
army more than three years during the
civil war, was wounded in the leg while
engaged in his seventh battle, which
laid him up for about five months. After
getting his discharge from the army, he Emerson School of
Oratory, from which
entered the quartermaster's department,
she graduated a few years ago, and
in
the
southern
the
states,
operating
meanwhile she has been teaching in
most of the time in South Carolina,
for seven months.
After the close of Pennsylvania.
the war he was gone two years on a
whaling voyage, visiting in the mean
BETHEL.
time the Azores and Cape Verde Islands;
\V.
C.
T.
U. met Tuesday with
The
then fished down the coast of Africa to
south latitude 30; re-crossed the Atlan- Mrs. Chandler.
Mr. Leslie Mason and wife, accomtic to South America, thence home by
Alice Mason, have been
the way of the West India islands. Dur- panied by Miss
of Mr. Mason's mother, on their
ing the trip they captured eleven guests
from a trip abroad.
whales, not a man was lost, nor did they return
Mr. Kimball and Miss McComick of
Soon
meet with any serious accident.
been guests of Mr. and
after returning home, Charles Dunham Minneapolis have
Mrs. Ames; also their niece from Bangot married and subsequently went into
the employ of Uncle Sam again—this gor.
Mr. J. U. Purington recently unloaded
time as a lighthouse keeper, first on
of corn.
Thatcher's Island, and then on Egg a car containing 1,000 bushels
Mr. T. J. Foster sent a car load of hay
Rock, the whole occupying more than
ten tons of
seven years.
Finally, getting sick of to Boston, the car containg
such a retired life, he bought a farm in pressed hay.
of West
McAllister
Mr. Augustus
West Bethel, where he has since lived,
Uethel has purchased the Philbrook
although unable to do any bard labor.
Two weeks ago some one at the camp house on Church Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Wheelock Davie of Bospicnic expressed the wish that Ex-Gov- ton have arrived at their summer home.
ernor Perham could be there to give us
Mr. Davis and wife are both engaged in
a fifteen-minutes' lecture on the subject
teaching in Roxbury, Mass., but spend
uv
ιιιν
ν uua
A week the summer in Bethel.
war, and Cuba as it is to-day.
to
to Bethel
Mr. Ball has come
ago the incident was mentioned to Mr.
of Fred P. Chandler,
I'erbam at the Pond, who replied with a take the place
who has been
smile that such a subject would have former station agent here,
South Paris, as agent
been appropriate for such an occasion, transferred to
move there
but said he doubted his
to do it there. Mr. Chandler's family

ΓΗΕ

years past.
Last Sabbath evening was children's
evening. The children of the Sunday
School nearly all took a part in the concert. The church was finely decorated
flowers.
with evergreens and many
Those present were well entertained and
said it was superior to the Sunday School
concerts for many years. A large com-

good Pike and Robie Evans, boys.

yet.

HEBRON, OLD HEBRON.

EAST HEBRON.

Many of our citizens went to the commencement at the Academy last Wednesday and more teams passed through
the place from elsewhere than for several

I.enwoo<l

Edward Jenness Nelson.: Norton. Vt.
William Verrill,! Mlnot.

Mckinley,

Music.
Inventions that Await the Touch of Genius,
Herman Dexter Phillips,! East Hebron.
The Holy Urall,
Florence Anltn Jagger,! Sanford.
The Naval Forces of the World,
Harry Augustus Sawyer,! Portland.
Class History.
Clarence Elbert Stetson,· Hartford.
A Queen of Thirteen Days,
Hester Adeline Phillips,! East Hebron.
§Progress of the Nineteenth Century,
Albert Crockett Jones,! Rockland
The Founder of the Academy,
Robert Elwln Talbot,! Andover.
Music.

Address to Halls and Campus,
Charles Henry Bradford,· Llvermore.
§Thc Bible In Tennyson,
Dora Alice Parsons.! South Paris.
The Progress of Submarine Navigation,
Ross Krnet-t Patterson,! Charleston, S. C.
Flower Legends, Grace Marjorle Dudley,! Paris.
A Great American,
Frederick Whitney Pratt,·· Norway.
Manufacturing and Milling,
Mcrton Eugene Rowe,! West Mlnot.
A Phase of Altruistic Life,
Clara Cogging Hodgklns,· Lamotne.
Address to I'udergraiiuutes,
Delia Everett Bearce,· Hebron.
§Edgar Allan Poe,
Joseph Ulmer Teague,* Warn.· η.
Marine aid Locomotive Engineering,
Philip Henry Pike,! East Borton, Mass.
A Ponular Author.
Millie Mat' Saunders,* Kant Hebron.
{Education a Mean* of Happiness,
George Walker Williams,; Boston, Mass.
Marconi ami Ills Success,
Merle Alton Sturtevant,; Iicl>run.

notice the funny Irish comedian, Mr.
John E. Flynn, who has been seen here
3:00 p. M.
before, and is a whole show in himself.
Music.
Others in the cast are M. E. Haniey,
Alex W. Wilson, John T. Hanson, Frank Theodore Roosevelt,
Klton Robinson,; Oxford.
Hart, Robert McCowan, Rose A. Parker, Literature as Reginald
an Eilucator,
Eva Scott, Minnie Connor, May bell Drew,
Mauile Josephine Glbbs,; Hebron.
Λ 1 IllftJ nullify <11111 IjIIIUI lliMUU, nuu LI 1C
Eulogy of (ieorgfl Washington.
Walter Scott 8esslons,{ North Woodstock.
Stewart Sisters as a specially added
The Decisive Rattle of the Rebellion,
attraction. The above list of artists ia
James Me.'.rthur Moody,· Mmlugton.
"Give the World the Beat You Have,"
proof positive of a good show.
Dora
Harbor.
Reserved seats are selling rapidly at Moses as a Tracy Simmons,* Tenant's
Leader,
George L. Calderwood.
Stone's.
Storiette—The Usual Way,
Carl Putnam Steven*,; 1'ortland.
BOY DROWNED.
Banjo Solo—"Overture to William
Mr. Patterson.
1Hotrtni.
Tell,"
A Polish boy, Antoin Sesselk, 10 years
The Moral Statu» of the Monroe Doctrine,
of age, was drowned in the canal at
Dayton James Edward·,; Otlsflcld.
Kumford Falls Tuesday afternoon. It is Class Will, Cornelia Beatrice Caldwell,; Oxford.
and Inventions,
not known how he got into the water, Inventors Francis
George Wads wort h.f Sanford.
but it is supposed he was playing on or {§Class Oration,
Samuel Bond Richardson,! East Jefferson.
around the logs in the canal and fell in.
M lisle.
The water was drawn off and the body
recovered about an hour later. The boy's Presentation of Class Gifts,
Fred E. Richards Piper,* Riley.
father is employed in the International
Prophecy, Girls.
paper mill.
Margaret Mae Clement,! Warren.
Prophecy, Boys,
Harriet Frances Silver,! North Rumford.
SAVED FROM AN AWFUL FATE.
Bertha Dauion Teague,* Warren.
had
consumption," Valedictory, Conferring Diplomas.
"Everybody said I
writes Mrs. A. M. Shields of Chambers- Address to Graduating Class by
Hon. Clarence Hale.
burg, Pa. "I was so low after six
Singing Class Ode.
mouths of severe sickness, caused by
Awarding Prizes.
Benediction.
Hay Fever and Asthma, that few
thought I could get well, but I learned
at
Delivered
Reception. §Excused. «College
of the marvelous merit of Dr. King's
Course. tClasslcal Course. {English Course.
New Discovery for Consumption, used it,

in medicine is given by druggiet
G. W. Roberta of Elizabeth, W. Va.
An old man there had long suffered with
what good doctors pronounced incurable cancer.
They believed his case
hopeless till he used Electric Bitters and
applied Bucklen's Arnica Salve, which
treatment completely cured him. When
Electric Bitters are used to expel bilious,
kidney and microbe poisons at the same
time this salve exerts its matchless healvance

power, blood diseases, skin erupBitters
tions, ulcers and sores vanish.
50c, Salve 25c at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'s,
South Paris; Noyes Drug Store, Nor-

ing

way.

JUDGE

HALE'S ADD HESS.

Young

iMilies and Gentlemen :
This Is, perhaps, the most interesting
day of your lives; you are making your
bow to the world; and the world is making its welcoming bow to you. It is the
most interesting day, but I do not say
A
that it is tho most important day.
modern philosopher talks about days of
diplomas and days of doing. You will
now be confronted with days of doing;
and the doing of duties will not all be in
the setting of admiring friends and a

picturesque landscape on a beautiful
day in June. These duties will be commonplace, unpicturestjue, unsung. When
ou come to do the thing that is brought
efore you to do, that will test your

Ε

else «mailer after using Allen's Foot-Ease, a
It make*
be shaken Into the shoes.
tight or new «hoe* feel easy; (fives luttant relief
to corns and bunions. It'· the greatest comfort
dl«oovery of the age. Cures and prevents swollen
feet, bllstera, callous and sore spots. Allen's
Foot-Ease Is a certain cure for sweating, hot,
At all druggists and shoe stores,
ichlngfect.
Mc. Don't accept any substitute. Trlalpackage
FREE bv mall.
Address, Allen 8. Olmsted,
Le Roy, Ν. T.
one

powder to

Democratic

County Convention.

The Democratic voters of the County of Oxford, In the State of Maine, are requested to
meet In convention at the Court Uouse at
South Paris, on Wednesday, the 25th day of
Tune, A. D. 1902, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,
for the purpose of nominating candidates for
the following county offlcers, to be supported at
Îhe September election, to wit : Senator, Clerk of
Courts, County Treasurer, County Attorney,
Register of Deed·, Register of Deeds for Western
District, one County Commissioner, and 8herlff.
Also to choose a Democratic County Committee

for the years 1908 and 1904.
The basis of representation will be a· follow· :
Eacn town and plantation organized for election
imposes will be entitled to one delegate, and for
seen 75 votes cast far the Democratic candidate
For Governor In 1900 an additional delegate, and
for a fraction of 40 votes In excess of 75 votes an

additional delegate.
The Democratic County Committee will be in
wsalon at the grand Jury room at the Court
House at 8outh Paris, at 9 o'clock on the morn·
ng of the oonventlon, for the purpose of receiver the credent1 ale of delegates.
Delegate· la order to be eligible to participate
η tae convention must be elected subsequent to
be date of the call for this convention.
Per order Democratic County Committee.
W. L. ΥΆΒΚΑΒ, Secretary.
Dated at South Paris, June 16th, 1902.

you
that come before you to
do
io.
However busy you are you will
never be called to do but one thing at a
time; it will be your privilege, I will not
jay a word about duty, it will be your
privilege to do that one thing with such
fidelity and such perfection that it will
be very much easier to do the next thing.
I want to talk a few minutes about
faithfulness or fidelity. If you commence
iy doing everything, the least as well as
;he greatest, with perfect fidelity to the
person for whom you do it and the
;hing to be done you will not only get
;hat thing done perfectly, but you will

wquire tb*t intellectual training which·
ivill fit you to do other things and will

'ive you a mind trained to the best kind
>f labdt·. The lawyer for example who
lerves his client faithfully, with absoute fidelity, who does the very best that
ian possibly be done for him in preservng his rights is accomplishing much
nore for himself than merely doing that
ine thing well;
he is acquiring the
rawer, the mental discipline, to do things
he best they can be done.
So what J
rant to talk about is tbe acquiring of
hat intellectual training which enables
ou to do everything that you do in the
ery best possible way.
À· I said, you will never have but one
<
bing to do at a time, but you will have
ο do that thing at just the time when it

COCOA

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
I'ease piano, 7i octave, almost new.
for · 185.

case.

One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for 9900, worth 1250.
Ono second hand Ivers Λ Pond piano,
walnut cane, for 99*50, worth &oo.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rum-

ford Fall»*, 11 stops, that I will sell

great trade.

ut a

One second hand Estey organ at South
Paris, almost new, for •5.1.

One second hand Worcester orgau, 11
stops, in nice condition, for 845
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, »ix
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost *12·Γ>, for 805.
One second hand square piano.
one, for 8115. worth $140.

,i

nice

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

W. J.

The FINEST COCOA in the World
Costs Loss than One Cent a Cup

South Pari*.

Thirty-Eight Highest Awards in
Europe and America.

Walter Baker & Co

W. H.

Limited

(

Dorchester, Mass.

Established 1780

Wheeler,

HILX'IVOH

BLOCK,

iHnine.

«

Winchester,

HEADQUARTERS

FOR

Headache

Eyeache

Blurring of the Print
oftentimes show the

need of

glasses.
They

arc some of the indications of defective vision and should
be attended to at once.
You'll be surprised at the comfort a pair of glasses will afford if
your sight is in any way defective.
Scientific examination free and
is
proper glasses properly adjusted
what you are guaranteed here.

Rrrrds, Blanks, Horns, and

Supplies.

Samuel Richards,

Ν. H.

Berlin,

of doing each thing the best that it can
South Paris, Maine.
possibly bo done, you may not all ho
rich—
to
be
all
want
not
rich,—you may
but whatever you set yourselves to do
you will do well, and you will have the
Catalogues sent on application.
satisfaction not only of doing that thing
PHOTOGRAPHIC
well, but of fixing your mind in a condiU
tion of fidelity and so having a faithful UnmLMnu
SUPPLIES !
charactcr.
WORK WANTED.
P.
it
W.
can
have
a
Success is not
duty, you
or not, as you choose, hut success will
I.iglit w »rk on a farm. ΑιΙΊπ^»
'le».
IH»\ (β.
Ml., Month Pari*.
certainly come from doing everything *13 naln
South l'art·, Me.
Mall or>ler< promptly flltert
John
the best it can possibly be done.
Rand said of William Pitt Fessenden
that he won all the cases he ought to
win, and Mr. Reed said of that remark
of Mr. Rand, that this was much higher
praise than if lie had said that he had
And so I say
won every case he tried.
you are not expected to succeed in every
individual tiling you try to do; but you
can do everything faithfully, that is, the
best that it can possibly be done. If
you do this the highest result is that intensity and directness of mind and
character which enables you to get to
the end that you are after by the nearest
and most direct way.
I think I should like to preach a sermon on faithfulness and to take as my
text "Ho that is faithful in that which is
least is faithful also in much," and if I
I did, I think I should close it by illustrating the fact that faithfulness leads
directly to results and by quoting John
Bunyan when he describes the end of
Faithful in the Pilgrim's Progress, when
he says that he saw in his dream that at
No Better Piano made in this or any
the end "there stood behind the multihorsemen
of
a
a
and
tude chariot
other
couple
waiting for Faithful who was taken up

PAIICDAO

9

ΤΙΛΧΙ7Ι,

Strich & Zeidler
PIANOS.
Country.

and straightway was carried through
the clouds with a sound of trumpets,
by the nearest way to the celestial gate."
Faithful got his reward l»j the nearest

W. C. McARDLE,

icuy.

Τ1.Λ

η/Ληηαι.»

agent,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

YVn.In.iu-

(lay evening by

the Ilavdn (Quartette of
Portland, assisted by Mrs. Louise Callahan O'Neill, Reader; Miss Hertlia Webb,
Violinist, and Miss Alice I,. Philbrook,

Pianist, was an unqualified success.
The large dining hall at the Sturtevant

Home was tilled upon the occasion of
the commencement dinner Wednesday.
Eloquent and able speeches were delivered by I)r. F. C. Bowman of Duluth,
Minn., Mr. Briggs of Washington, D. C
Rev. C. M. Emery of Southern Pines,
X. C., Hon. Clarence Hale of Portland
and Prof. William E. Sargent of Hebron.
Among the very interesting historical
documents that have been added to the
Hebron Academy collection the past
year, is one secured and framed by
Judge Bonney. It is the Phi Beta Kappa
diploma given by Alpha Chapter of
Dartmouth College to the late Hon.
Albion K. Parris and bears date lsoii.

why

Id the year of our
nine hundred and two. The following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Ordered:
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
terested, by causlnc a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively In the Ox
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Pari·, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Parts, on the
third Tuesday of July, A. D. 1902, at a of the
clock in the forenoon, and be heanl thereon If

they

see cause.

JACOB LOVEJOY, late of DIxlleM, deceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof presented
by John 8. Harlow ami Willis \V*. Wulte, the
executors therein named.
Petition for
JAMES G. DAVIS, ward.
license to sell and convey real estate presented
A.
Wilson, guardian.
by Geo.

WALKING SKIRTS,

/eased. First account presented for allowance
»y James S. Wright, administrator de bonis non
»lth will annexed.

$1.98

ItntSy.

WILLI \ M COOLIDGE, late of Parts, deeased. Final account presented for allowance
ly J. Frank Qulmby, executor.
JOHN R. WELD, late of Canton, deceased,
'etltton for allowance to widow out of iwrsonal
state presented by Margery C. Weld, said
ridow.
ADDISON E. HERRICK,

Judge of aaid Court.
A true oopy—Attest j—
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

be without.
for

durability

and convenience.

a new

line of

Pique, and Duck with flounce anil insertion.
SPECIAL VALUE: —Duck Skirt with two
tlounces, braid trimmed, only $1.00.
White

Remember you will find a full line of SHIRT
to suit the fancy of all.

WAISTS

MRS. L. B. ANDREWS,
MAXIM

BLOCK, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

KlftTEKK Τ1:1.1. Ρ Hi ι \i : 10:1-11.

Lap Robes and Fly
June

robe and

you

JAMES
Prop,

Ol

tly

I have

net.

got in

just

a
a

light weight carriage
large line of both ami

you money if you will call and

buy.

see

my line before

FAVOR,

N.
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Norway,

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

Golf Clubs and 13alls.

Hammocks,
Croquet Sets,
Tennis Rackets, Nets and Balls.
Base Ball Goods,

Fishing· Tackle,

S'AR \ II K. ,DkSIION, late of Canton, deeased. Petition for determination of collateral
nheritance tax, presented by the executors of
be will of said deceased.
RESSEY, late of BuckOeid, deeased. Final account presented for allowance
ly James V. Pearson, administrator of the
atateof λ ugustu* G. Pearson, deceased, for·
nerly administrator of the estate of said Allien

never

place

The

Light Weight Skirts,

EDWARD C. GALLAGHER, late of Parts,
leceased. First and Anal account presented for
allowance by Jamea S. Wright, administrator.

ALDEN

$8.00.

to

Also, there is

FREELANI) SWAN, late of Paris, deceased.
PI rut account presented for allowance by James
3. Wright, administrator.

AUGUSTUS G. PEARSON, late of Ruckflrld,
leccaaed. Final account presented for allowance by James V Pearson, administrator.
WILLIAM C. WITHAM, late of Paris, dexaaed. Petition for the appointment of Frank
it. Wltham at administrator presented by
Idelbert C. Wltham, an heir at law.

complete, ranging in price from
lady who once owns one miThere is nothing that takes tlicir

of which her line is

ALV1N M. RYERSON, late of Paris, de
ceased. Petition for ηUow&nce to widow out of
personal estate presented by Maria M. Kherson,
said widow.

L»y James S. Wright, executor.
OLIVE E. GRISWOLD, late of Paris, de-

step into MRS. L. B. ANDREWS' STORE

not

and ask to be shown her line of

Rev. W. W. Hooper of Woodfords has
written two stories for boys, entitled
"That Minister's Boy" and "Fred Harwood," with scenes laid chiefly in the
vicinity of Portland, and in the town of
Turner, which stories will be published

June,

Shopping

When out

PERSONAL.

education and your character.
IIATTIE E. JOHNSON", of Paris, ward.
The world will care very little about
The Daughters of the American RevoPetition for license to sell and convey real
lution in this state will present a silk the number of things that you know, crtatc
presented by Kdward C. Chamberlain,
but it will be interested to find out just guardian.
banner to the battleship Maine.
what your education is, what your menLORETTA J. BROCK, late of Parts, .leLadle* Can Wear Shoes
tal
sealed. First account presented for allowance
is; in other words, how

training
tbe things

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and h.ve
some nice trades in iecond
ha*d instruments.

BREAKFAST

acquired the mental habit by which he
mastered the field of finance, by becoming direct in his methods and losing no
time. If you have the habit of being
faithful in everything you do, the habit

as one book within a month or two by
For desand was completely cured."
Members of tbe board of trustees and the Eagle Printing Office, Brooklyn, X.
perate Throat and Lung Diseases it ie the teachers occupied seats upon the Y., with suitablo illustrations.
the safest cure in the world, and is in- platform.
Mrs. Sturtevant, Hebron's
fallible for Coughs, Colds and Bronchial greatest benefactress, presented the diPROBATE NOTICES.
and
50c.
bottles
Affections. Guaranteed
plomas and Hon. Clarence Hale of PortInterested In either of the Estate*
$1.00. Trial bottles free at F. A. Shurt- land delivered the address to tbe gradu- To all personsname·!
:
hereinafter
leff A Co., South Paris; Noyes Drug ating class, of which the following is an
M a Probate Court, heM at Pari*, In ami
for the County of Oxford, on the thlnl Tuesday of
Store, Norway.
abstract :
Lord one thousand

VIRULENT CANCER CURËD.
Startling proof of a wonderful ad-

Walter Bakers

simply and faithfully does what presents
itself at the time it presents itself has
learned to seize opportunity as it passes.
But sometimes opportunity, instead of
fleeing past quickly, comes haltingly;

and faithfulness will not only enable the
mind to do well the thing that presents
itself quickly, but to have patience to
watch and to do the thins that is t<> be
done at the best time. There is a Persian
story that a man waited a thousand
years at the gate of Paradise for the
gate to open so that he could go in; he
slept a minute; and while ho slept the
gate opened—and shut. The faithful
watcher is as much to be an object of
our praise as the faithful doer.
There is another thing about faithfulIf you are bent on doing well the
ness.
thing that comes to you, it will distinctly occupy all your time and you will not
have time to complain about it or to excuse yourself from not doing.
Napoleon
in selecting his officers said he avoided
himself
excused
who
man
the
always
ami the man who complained, because
these men had no time for anything else.
There is true wit as well as wisdom in
the adage that there are two things
never to be complained of. the thing
that you can help and the thing that you
If you can help it go
cannot help.
ahead uncomplainingly and help it; if
you cannot, be silent and watch. When
you have the temptation to complain
about anything try being silent about it
and see if that won't do better. The
philosophy of silence is a great philosophy to learn, few people learn it.
There is another thing about faithfulThe man who is faithful to the
ness.
interest in charge, who is bent upon
doing the thing before him in the very
best way, acquires that directness of
mind that gets at results immediately.
Rockefeller, who started as poor as anybody can be, and who has now an income
of two million dollars a month, or -18
cents every time the clock ticks, says he
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AH the words described contain the
When right
same number of letters.
ly guessed and written one below another. the primais jvill spell the name
of a month.
1. To play tricks. 2. Not even. 3.
Agile. 4. Cabroken.
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What two proverbs are illustrated
by the pictures as numbered?

Har-

Planters, Cultivators, iic.

rraaM irtL

SALESMEN WANTED

our interests
In Oxford an ! adjacent counties.
Salary or
Aldrese
commission
THE VICTOR OIL COMI'ANY.
Cleveland, Ohio

IOi».—A

So.

A native of Wisconsin.

So. 107.—Diagonal.
All the words described contain the
The diagonal
same number of letters.
beginning with the upper left hand
letter will spell the name of a beautiful flower.
Crosswords: 1. What promotes the
growth of garden plants? 2. Soft, rich
earth. 3. A cellular plant that grows
4. A kind of cabbage.
on trees.
108.—Riddle.

I'm round. I'm square. I'm short. I'm tall.
1 m light or heavy, large or small.
I m fourni on ships. I'm found ashore.
In every house and every store.
Sailor and workman and soldier In camp
Own nu as also does a trump.
I'm used for food, though not good to eat:
From me the cook brings many a treat.

Theodore" Roosevelt

Wu elected Governor of New York. Sr« by reasor
military achievemeau, and «econdly on at
c*>unl of popular bebef in hi· personal Integrity
and political sound ae®.
Every Amer.can boy should read the biography
of thi· <Tva: Amène α administrator, historian an J
■oilier. Nowhere la the life of thia representative
Arse· can citizen more clearly and authoritatively

No.

of h'j

•et forth than in the

NEW WERNER

It characterize* him

as a
a

< "ommliKon

thorough scholar,

one oat

of

w-« w-v
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*
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monthly payments.

An Oak Bookeaae.
Guide to S, at·malic

Reading
Freight chargea prepa'4.
roi uu «τ

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

VIVIAN

WALKER

SOITH

XEVKR ΟΙΤ.

AKK
us

will

&

fAKI*. JIK

bring

SON,

Kodol

Dyspepsia

iails to cure. It aliows you to eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
st< rnachs can take it. By its use xuany

thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. Is
unequalled for the stomach. Children with weak stomachs thrive on it.
First dose reliet .s. Δ diet unnecessary.

Cures all stomach troubles

Prvparvd on; ν by E. O. DeWitt&Co., Chic&gO
The 11. boule coat uuï* ".ime· tbe 50c. util·

W.

HILLS,
Optician.

Loweat Price· in the

Cameras and Photo

County.

Supplies,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

îmerican Labv

DAM

—

33,697

HEI"R Λ.Τ LAW. 14·.035. Pacing record, 2.05X; tiotting record,
Sire of Passing Belle, 2.08 V ; Jack L>., 2.! iV ; Scapegoat, 2.1 iV ;
2.12.
Equity, 2.12V ; Klsinora, 1.12^ ; Reed Bird, 2.14and 8 others.

Goldditst, that also produced Black Golddust (dam of Gleadennis, 2.17V»

and Justina, 2.20) and others.

CHIMES. 5,343, sire of fifty-eight, including

Florence Chimes; Fantasy,
2.06; The Abbott, 2.03V » The Monk, 2.08V ; Merry Chimes, 2.08V » and
Kd Kaston, 209V.
His daughters have produced eight, including Lady of the
Manor, 2.04V: and Dare Devil, 2.09. Beautiful Bells, his dam, has nine to
her credit, and her dam, Minnihaha, is the dam of eight.
This horse (American Law) is a very handsome bay horse, gnuidly bred, the

blood lines the very choicest, of great substance and high finish. He will make
the season at Mountain View Farm, South Paris, Me., at a fee of $25.

J

particulars,

address

EMORY H. MASON. Svpt.

Few

things are

more del

icions than to

iDU* »heete that we fresh
cre?P_wearily
and fragrant from clean water and

Haw restful to place the tired
oxygen.
bead on pillows that are thoroughly
shaken, and how comfortable it is to
draw around one bed clothee that are
satisfactory, not too thick in one place
and entirely untucked in another.
In the morning every article should be
and laid separately over a
chair, and a strong current of air should
be allowed to circulate through the
room before the clothee are replaced.
The mattress should be turned daily and
OUR GREATEST ENEMY.
from end to end, as this ensures it being
The greatest enemy to oar general
sink
in
it
will
not
and
worn mure evenly,
It is danhealth is a neglected cough.
the middle, which spoils the looks of
gerous to al'ow a cough to run: by so
its
how
beautiful
matter
no
bed.
any
doing you put yourself in a condition
cover.
for consumption to take a firm hold
The new fashion of woven wire springs
per cent of the
is a great improvement over the heavv upon you. Ninety-nine
cases of consumption are caused by a
old-style spring, which, when once neglected cough. Statistics prove it
taken upstairs, was bound to remain
When the cough first commences is
The careful housethere a long time.
Bauer's Instant
the time to stop it.
wife will cover the springs of her beds
Cure is a guaranteed cure for
with muslin, so that it may be taken off Cough
colds, bronchitis, influenza, la
This saves the mattress coughs,
and washed.
cough and all other
grippe,
whooping
metal.
all chance of rust marks from the
It is guaranthroaî and lung troubles.
the
same
will
answer
Clean newspapers
teed to cure or your money will be repurpose.
funded.
The enormous sa'e of Bauer s
It is only the soundest sleepers who
Instant Cough Cure is positive proof
can enjoy their slumbers when, by a
that it cures or the people would not
scanty supply of sheet, the blanket buy it. Ask the following druggists for
Xarrow bed
scratches face and neck.
F. A.
a free sample bottle and try it:
clothing is even worse, especiallv where Shurtleff A Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's
the barbarous custom of sleeping two in
Pond; Orin Stevens. Oxford.
a bed holds good. One drags the clothes
one way, the other exhausts strength in THIS PUZZLING ENGLISH LANGUAGE.
to them
for dear life, and
Ile was looking blue and bored, and
neither is comfortable. A simple remedy when the other man asked what he'd
for this discomfort is to place one been up to lately, he shook his head and
In admitted dolefully, "Not much."
blanket lengthwise across the bed.
this way there is double advantage—less
"What's the trouble?" pursued the
weight on the shoulders and plentv of other man: "isn't your wife entertaining
chance for a firm tucking up.
this winter?"
A restless child might be prevented
"Not verv."
from many a cold if blankets were
TEN YEARS IN BED.
placed across the bed. It is the careful
watch of detail in home life that makes
R. A. Gray, J. P. Oakville. Ind.,
't differ from a hotel, and nothing is writes: "For ten
years I was confined to
more satisfactory.-McCall's Magazine.
It
ray bed with disease of my kidneys.
was so severe that I could not move part
WOMEN WHO FUSS.
of the time.
I consulted the very
<- an there be anything more wearisome
best medical skill available, but could
for a guest than to be entertained by a
get no relief until Foley's Kidney Cure
restless, fussy hostess, or for the latter was
recommended to me. It has been a
to have to entertain the same sort of a
Godsend to me." F. A. Shurtleff A Co,
guest'.J
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
And yet how often this has to be done,
for there are numbers of women who
URGENT CASE.
seem to have an idea that it is a sign of
PooV Patient—I sent for you, doctor,
good manners to show friendliness and because I know you are a noted physihospitality by continual bustle and cian. but I feel it my duty to inform you
Sometimes this want of that I haven't over ?25 to my name.
movement.
restfulness is caused by shyness and
Dr. Biggies—Very
well, then, we
occasionally from that must try to cure you as quickly as posnervousness,
sociof
in
what to do and say
sible.
ignorance
ety that arises from inexperience. SomeMY FAMILY DOCTOR.
the
it
is
of
alas!
the
nature
times,
woman to tidget and fuss, to press all
Blce Island, III., Jan. 14, 1901.
swrts of attentions upon her visitors, to
Messrs. Ely Bros.—I have used your
beg them to do this thing or that, gener- Cream Balm in ray family for nine
ally the very things that they would in- and it has become ray family doctor for
finitely prefer not to do. anil insist upon colds in the head. I use it freely on my
leaving undone those very things that children.
It is a Godsend to children
they would like to do; and all this is as they are troubled more or less.
done in what she imagines to be the
Yours respectfully,
true spirit of hospitality.
J. Kimball.
restso
mean
well,
these
active,
They
for
A
trial
size can be
oh.
yourself.
women,
Judge
but,
kindly-intentioned
how dreadfully fatiguing thev are to had for the small sum of 10 cents. Suplive with, or have much to do w'ith. The plied by druggists or mailed by Ely
Warren Street, New York.
worst of it is that it is their nature to Brothers,
fuss—they never realize what a trial Full size, 50 cts.

I had the evidence of the young
man's father, mother anfi sweetheart
and I got eight of the jurors to sign it
I made out such a good case that the
governor took it under advisement and
finally agreed to issue a pardon. In
speaking to me pf the case he said:
"•There is no sort of doubt in my
mind that this was a case of mistaken

Identity, and I shalf be only

Key to the Pussier.

No. 135.—I*rogressive Enigma: Ada.
Adam, a man, ant, adamant.
No. 150.—Word Puzzle: Cap.
2.
1. Bottle.
No. 157.—Triangle:
Ochre. 3. They. 4. Try. 5. Le. β. Ε.
No. 158— Historical Puzzle: Bear,
acre. trap, tales, live. evil. oars. file,
bores, ulster, note. keys. ells. race,
huta, Ink. late. leap. Battle of Bunker
Hill.
No. 159.—Connected Word Squares:
β
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No. 161.—An Aviary:
40

33

36

39 I 42

31

52

57

35

2Θ

41

32

37

56

45

50

16

35

34

43

30

51

58

ill

27 ! 22

15

38

>4

12

23

17

49

55
47

54

46
59

Important

y·—ιit·»· caNfallr

tmrj boni· of

plainly

vanced about twenty good reasons why
the young man couldn't be guilty, und
I therefore decided to sing small and
let things go on. He was duly pardon
ed and sent home, and the governor
never met me for years after withaut
congratulating me on rehabilitating an

milk.

A cut potato dropped in the fat in
which vegetables are to be fried will
indicate the proper temperature by
turning brown.
Have charcoal fires for broiling If

hot
you wish for perfect cookery. The
flames close the pores quickly, and the
result is very tender meat
For preparing soup for invalids
make a great point of delicate flavorings. Avoid much turnip or carrot
and instead have a suspicion of bay
leaf, sweet herbs and mace.
chicken in the
■When roasting a
oven, roast it in the usual way until it

CASTORIA,

êfrÂ

aifaatara 1·

Laxative

'-à·

on

erery

of tfc·

Bromo-Quioine
#·!«· ίο

nrndj that rant

If a man is

box

right

■

eion. She had a nodding acquaintance
with nearly every woman in the room
Some of them even went to her luncheon parties. Calmly turning to the most
supercilious critic in the room, 6he ech
oed as though in reply:
"How did I get here? I drove here,
Did you
my dear Mrs. Crossbeam.

sitting In an
Bridget and
armchair reading an article on "The
Law of Compensation."
Bridget,
"Just fancy," exclaimed
"accordin' to this, whin a mon loses
wan av Ms slnsel another gits more developed. For instance, a bloind mon
gits more 'elnse av hearln' an' touch,

genuiM

™>μ·
·μ

day

he can't be too rad-

ical; if wrong, he can't be too

an"—
"Shure, an' it's quite thrue," answer"Ol've noticed It· meself.
ed Pat
Whin α mon has wan leg shorter than
the other, begorra the other's longer."
—Philadelphia Times.

conserv-

ative.

No good health unless the kidneys are
sound.
Foley's Kidney Cure makes the
kidneys right. F. A. Shurtleff 4 Co.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.

I'nktnd Cut.
"Miss D. doesn't have a single fi.r
elgn label on her trunks and bags, new
a sign that she ever has had them out
of the country," said the girl who at
the end of a six weeks' trip abroad
Man'·

There is nothing so necessary as necessity; without it, mankind would have
ceased to exist years ago.

A dangerous drink is impure water. It
briugs on diarrhoea, cramps and piercing
pain in the bowels. Counteract the surveyed

her plastered over luggage
with pride and admiration
"Ah. well, you see Miss L> doesn't
need to." replied the unkind man "She
one
goes across so often, and every
knows It"—New York Press.

effect of bad water with Perry Davis'
Painkiller. Take it in your grip when
you travel.

ONE WOMAN'S CHAT.
The heart gets weary, but never gets
Eavesdropping at the telephone is old.
48
62
21
26 19
if uch more prevalent than it ever was
at the keyhole—detection being so much
60
During the summer kidney irregular18
64
24
*3
less probable.
It is said that one sign
ities are often caused by excessive drinkcf eavesdropping is the receding tone of a
ing or being overheated. Attend to the
61
25
20 63 10
speaker's voice. Some one has "cut in". kidneys at once by using Foley's Kidney
Acting on this hint, a woman who had Cure.
Orin
F. A. Shurtleff Jk Co.
her suspicions aroused, said
to
her
Oxford.
Stevens,
The solution ie found by following friend
suddenly: "Some one is listenthe numerals. Swan. Peacock. Wren. ing." Instantly, from nowhere in parMarried life is dough, the leaven of
ParMartin.
Finch.
ticular, in a strange voice, came an in- which is an occasional caller.
Jay.
Nightingale.
"I'm
not
dignant exclamation,
doing any
tridge. Sparrow. Starling.
STOPS THE COUGH
No. 102.—Beheadings: D-over. R-hone. such thing."
The girl with an air of dainty freshAND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
T-roy. P-o. S-able.
ness is sure to be admired. She may not
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
Hetxham's Hills—No equal for Conatpatlon. have many changes of gowns, she
No Cure, no Pay.
a cold in one day.
have but few hate, but if she alwaye
Price 25 cents. F. A. Shurtleff «fe Co.
Who sows ill reaps ill.
has the air of being just spick and span
she will never lack charm.
Of course
We stand In our own snnahine oftenor |
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY she must be almost
perfection in de- than others do.
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets. tails.
All druggists refund the money if it
The edges of her skirts are fresh, her
Chronic bronchial troubles and sum-|
fails to cure.
F. W. Grove's signature shoes carefully polished, and handker- mer
coughs can be quickly relieved and
un each box.
25c.
F. A. Shurtleff Λ chiefs, neckwear, and all her modest cured by Foley's Honey and Tar. F. A.
Co.
at
muet
be
fresh.
attempts
finery
Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
crisply
This means the strictest attention.
Who has no children does not know
Method and diepatch govern the
Brushing and pressing will take time,
what love is.
md once one establishes a reputation for world.
this sort of epotleesness it must be kept
WARNING.
INTERESTING TO ASTHMA
up, because what would not be noticed
xbout a careless woman would seem
If you have kidney or bladder trouble
SUFFERERS.
Ireadful untidiness in a generally care- ind do not use Foley's Kidney Cure, you
Daniel Bante of Otterville,
Iowa, ful one. She is
likely to take to inelab- will have only yourself to blame for rewrites, "I have had asthma for three or
orate clothes and simple waye of wear- mits, as it positively cures all forms of
our years and have tried about all the
Furbelows and frizzes are kidney and bladder diseases.
F. A.
ng her hair.
:ough and asthma cures in the market, lot
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
easy to keep spick and span.—Ex- Shurtleff & Co.
md have received treatment from physi:ians in New York and other cities, but ;hange.
On the first indication of kidney I
rot very little benefit until I tried
:rouble, stop it by taking Foley's Kidney
AN 08JECTI0NABLE HABIT.
Foley's Honey and Tar which gave me
F. A. Shurtleff «I Co. Orin |
A disagreeable trick, and one that Sure.
maiediate relief, and I will never be
Oxford.
without it in my house. I sincerely rec- 1 :hildren easily fall into, is biting the Stevens,
tinmend it to all.*' F. A. Shurtleff & Co. lails. If not promptly checked it will
have been a
Many a man who
1 :ontine into
adult life and ruin the
)rin Stevens, Oxford.
moral force has spent his days
ihape of nails and finger tips. Extreme < jreat
inivelling because some little fool of a
He who does not when he can, cannot tervousness or excitement generally [
roman didn't know a good thing when
auses the child to bite the nails in the
vhen he will.
irst place, and if not checked it quickly 1 ihe saw it.
1 >ecomes a habit.
SPRING FEVER.
Help the child to
LEADS THEM ALL.
nervousness, and, if the
Spring fever is another name for bil- ' •vercome the
find
still
their way to the mouth,
"One Minute Cough Cure beats all
oneness.
It is more serious than most Lngers
A torpid liver and active 1 hey roust be dipped into a solution of < ither medicines I ever tried for coughs,
>eople think.
throat and lung
towels mean a poisoned system. If neg- omething bitter until the little culprit < olds, croup and
As early 1 roubles," says D. Scott Currin of
acted, serious illness may follow such ' ias learned better manners.
1
teach the child to trim and
l^ganton, Pa. One Minute Cough Cure
ymptoms. DeWitt's Little Early Risers λ possible
:eep the nails in order, and endeavor to I s the only absolutely safe cough remedy
emove all danger by stimulating the
everyiver, opening the bowels and cleansing 1 aake him take a pride in them, which 11 rhich acts immediately. Mothers
vhere testify to the good it has done I
he system of impurities.
Safe pills. ] rill greatly remove the temptation to
f heir little ones.
Croup is ao sudden in
"I have taken DeWitt's lite them.—Exchange.
fever gripe.
ts attacks that the doctor often arrives
<ittle Early Risen for torpid liver every
A few drops of olive oil rubbed thor- t oo late. It yields at once to One Min·
pring for years," writes R. M. Everly,
to take.
loundsville, W. Ya.
"They do me < ughly into the pores, and then a good te Cough Cure. Pleasant
Sure cure for grip,
lore good than anything I have ever < lusting of talcum powder is an excellent ( Children like it.
» aethod of keeping the hands smooth.
1 ronchitis, ootfghs.

*

South Penis. Me.

«

ri«L*

8oM everywhere
In cans—ail sue·.

A Great Head.
Blzzer— My wife has a great head.
Buzzer—So has mine. I Just gave her
115 to buy a cover for It.—Ohio State
Journal.

Worms;
ELIXIR

Vst worm reim-dy made. It hits Ux>n
I Ml.lapurely v<v>t.-il'lc.tu»nnInxandelfectnal. Wlrrv no \* onn»*rv ] n-*Tonic.and ιόπ*ι·1>tl*· ivtuli·
ent it
tion i'f tl»· mneous membrane i>t the «οπιachand bowels. A positiveeiirv forOnstl-

W tt^
in

u»· «un*

pationand lJtllonsm'«*..ind.i vduaMcnmedyin all the common complaints of ciuldrvn. PnceKcta. Ask yonrdrngsi«t for It

©icritu

k'U

an,d

talo> S. X.

In Use For Over 30 Years.
▼nk cc*tau« company, tt

munnav

stucct.

«cw

vow* city.

Worcester Buckeye Mowers

3o

1Q02

For

OTHERS.

ALL

LEAD

has been built Tor 40 years; during :
has received many improvements, and is to-day the

The Worcester

Most

Buckeye

«

pet

Durable, Lightest Draft, and Easy Handlina
Machine

a

on

the Market.

We also carry

DOS'T hurry yc-r meîls.
OOVT c.erwork.
OOVT b?rr;.vt;Te that br :r<;$ to sleep.
OGVT relect spvms of s^m

DON'T get constipated.
but DO take

Bullard Hay Tedders, and

Sitters

before you

see us

buy.

Frothingham,

W.

G.

&

W. O.

Atwoed's

Champion Horse Rakes.

New York

Call and

"L F."

»ΟΙ"ΓΙ1 ΓΛΚ1*

17 Harkot ftvunre.

if w'j DO r< of ttî

'atone OOST'S

50 YEARS'

This Beautiful Couch,

scntcd in this cut,

EXPERIENCE

..

Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

η >!><>· rh r.rvi <!.·:(-rintl.>n mi»
.Mir opinion frcj whether an
mw.itli<n is |»r«·;>ι%! Ijr ·, ttituuKo. < 'inniunlf.v
Ilii:u1t>«ok< η I'.-it.Miu
tloniftiiollr' 'tifiile:
•ont free. (il<!ost ncencj- for Mi'ur.fitf patent*.
receive
Piton!» tiÙL-'i tur<'u.-h Muiûi A
lu the
tp/ iiil v.Mc, « ifhou; chnnro,

Ar r-*.ne

«jnlrUIr

r-vnMig

ι.« vr:.i

65 DIFFERENT ARTICLES

for Your Home.

Scientific Jlmcrican.

A hnniljomolr 'l!n«tnif*1 w.vklr. I nrcPit ctr.
culatton of nr.y ûcuMitido journal. 'lVrnis. $3 ·
fear: i 'iir n.ontli*, #L fcolj Lyull newflenler*.

& Co.36,B'"d"'· New York
MUNN
Branch office·, '"25 Κ Ht, \ViuliiB*tuti. D. C.

&

GOLD SEAL CO.,

Of

5, 9, 13 Plum St»,
Me.

Portland,

SLEIGHS !

SLEIGHS !

Doeeriptloii.

Every

Mouldings s,l,

G ade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

High

£

SEND FOR PREMIUM LIST.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors

has arrived.

L. M. TUFTS,

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool
to close out odd

ON

—

patterns and clean

MAINE.
_

TOY ERftPHOPHQNE,

see

them.

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

CHURCH STREET,

CASTOR IA

Foriinfants and Children.

TbB Kind You Have Always Bought

Bearsthe

s'8tâLnre

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER.
I

Carpets

Come ami

H. F. MILLETT,

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Constant backacheTired all the time.
Nerves on edge.
Distressing Urinary troubles.
Hard to keep up
With any Kidney ill.si

Mr. J. Ε. H. Townsenfl, of Townsend
Bros., carriage manufacturers, of 10 Jefferson Htreet, Beddeford. Me., nays: "We teed
Doan's Kidney Fills In our family, and
found them a most valuable remedy There
are so many useless remedies on the market
that when one Is found which experience
proves does what Is claimed for It, It la a
pleasure to endorse that preparation. I
procured Doan's Kidney l'llls at John Berry's drag store, nnder Hotel Thacher, and
the satisfactory results obtained warranta
me In making the above atatement."
Doan's Kidney PUIs sold at all drag
It ores: 00 cents. Fostsr-MUbvn Co., Bai*

ALWAYS

The Kind You Ha?e Always Bought

I>r. J. F. TRIT A CO.. Auburn. He.
Hpr;:». trcuiMLifo; Tsp« Wormt. Krwpsm r..«u

NORWAY,

Relieve the aches of a bad
back promptly—cure all
Kidney and Bladder troubles.

CASTORIA

PIN WORM

Corner Wain and Danforth Sts..

Doan's Kidney Pills

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare-

a

TRUE'S

Chas. F. Ridlon,

s

Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

Hundreds of Children nnd adulte

H have worms but are treated for
H other diseases. The symptom»
I are:— indigestion, with a variable
appetite; foul tongue: orfenslve
E]
■ breath: hard and full Ivully with ocW caslonal grlplngs and pains atout
|H the navel; even heavy and dull:
1 Itching of the nose: short, dry
2 cough; grinding of the teeth: start■ Ing during sleep: alow fever; and
H often lu children, convulsions.

up stock.

Can't Stand It

Allow no one to deceive you in this.
**
are hut
All Counterfeits Imitations and Juet-as-good"
health
of
the
and
with
endanger
Experiments that tritle

CENUINE

Ms* bj STANDARD OIL CO.

She

Tralk?"—Lippincott's Magazine.
The man who isn't being fooled by
«nybody else generally puts in a good
An Irlah Dull.
deal of time deceiving himself.
Pat were

Thla

make* a poor looking bar·
ΓΛΙ lllce new. Made of
pur·, heavy bodied oil. ·*»peeially prepared to wlUiaiaud the wtat^cr.

is nicely brown, then turn It back up
ward and let it remain so until cooked.
It will be found that the juice of the
chicken runs into the breast and makes
It moist and delicious.

Played the Tramp Cnrd.
"How di<l sh>· set here?" At a fatuous
dancing assembly this was the quite
audible comment m:>de by se viral married belles when a beautiful young ma
tron as yet on the outskirts of the exclusive set entered the room. The newcomer. whose first appearance it was.
proved herself quite equal to the occa

»

It is Pleasant. It
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups.
other Narcotic
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverisliness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

Harness Oil

COOKING HINTS.
For a change try boiling apples In
When apples begin to
■we«t cider.
get tasteless, this makes a change.
Cocoa loses that raw taste if it is allowed to simmer for a good five minutes after being added to the boiling

and has been made under his persupervision since its infancy.

Castorin is

EUREKA

M

The Kind Υοα Have Always Bought* and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of

What is CASTORIA

ualnc Et'R EKA HarOil. Too can
lengthen lu llfc— make It
Uat twice aa lone aa Κ
ordinarily would.
■ •aa

Innocent man wrougly convicted!"—Detroit Free Press.

f.Dn·

and courts, all our armies
and navies, exist mainly for the support
and protection of that kingdom which
woman rules.
When a man says that wifehood is a
woman's only career, he awakens much
resentment. And rightly. It is not her
only career. It is not a career at all. It
is large enough to hold
a hundred
careers.
There is room in it for all the
accomplishments. None of the tones of
life come amiss to it, except the sour
and the strenuous.
Returning to one's domicile is a very
different thing from going home. Weddings are more numerous than marParents live on every street;
riages.
fathers and mothers are not so common.
Their number is greatly diminished by
the prevalence of two destructive habits:
the "yes-dear" habit; and the "stopthat" habit.
I know of no art that demands as
much skill and patience, hard work and
happy suggestions, firmness of hand and
fineness of touch, as the making of a
home. Schools cannot touch it. Genius
is not equal to it.
It requires inspiration.—Henry Van Dyke in Harper's
Bazar.

can mike your barneaa m «oft m a glove
and aa tough aa wire by

Too

to

It*
"I left the rejoicing farmhouse, in
tending to wire the governor to with
hold the pardon." said the lawyer, "but
It presently struck me that I had ad

A fussy woman can never reallv be
IMf· tnd «or· raoedy for Infant· and children,
called a well-mannered one. she has no
and m· that ft
repose.no dignity, none of that wellbred calmness which is so admirable in
woman, none of that gracious, friendlv
«gHtaNot
courtesy that so speedily sets strangers
at ease.
Good-natured, and desirous to tm Us» Jar Over SO Yaan.
The Klad Toe Bam jUwayi Bought
please and give pleasure, anxious to do
ter duty as a wife, mother and mistress,
she is yet rarely successful, for a fussy
It must be difficult for a man with a
woman is seldom an observant
one
large stomach to retain confidence in
being always too busy to see whether himself.
those around her are pleased or annoved
3*1ί181 the.v speak out plainly.—MeWAS WASTING AWAY.
lt all s Magazine.
The following letter from Robert R.
Watts, of Salem, Mo,, is instructive. "I
WOMAN IN THE HOME.
Hume-making is the one manufacture have been troubled with kidney disease
I lost ilesh and
in which women will always have the for the last five years.
advantage. The woman who makes a never felt well and doctored with leading
home earns her living in the fairest and physicians and tried all remedies suggested without relief.
Finally I tried
best way.
A living is scant pay for her.
She Foley's Kidney Cure and less than two
cured
bottles
me, and I am
completely
earns happiness and honor.
lier price
now sound and well."
F. A. Shurtleff
is above rubies.
All our external industries, all our Jt Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

legislatures

glad

heard her say:
"Oh. Samue^. there's a man her··
who says our John is to be pardoned
tomorrow."
"
'You don't say!" he exclaimed.
"'Yes: it's certainly so.'
"
'Going to be pardoned right out
eh?
"'Yes: he is."
"
'Waal, waal. that's good news. Say.
Mary, what a fool John was not to get
the other two sheep while he was about
I

are to

overcome.

too

restore the young man to liberty.'
"It became my pleasant duty to drive
seveu miles over the muddiest of roads
to bear the uews to the parents that a
pardon was to be Issued. The old man
was under the weather and in bed in a
room 6Cf the parlor. The wife received
me and sobbed over the good news and
then went in to break it to her bus
band. That partition wall wus thin
and they both spoke in loud tones, and

their friends and relatives,
The man who knows how to build a
and, being quite satisfied with themfire in the parlor grate is a great deal
selves, it is hopeless to expect them to
the accomplishment of the
H hen, however, the nearer to
.liter their habits.
than he ever dreams of.
habit is the result of either shvnesS. unattainable
nervousness or inexperience, it can. and
really ought to be fought against and
to Mothers.

they

Soft
Harness

ernor

jess.

migiit

FLOUE, WC Ε CHIMES was out of Myrtle that produced Portia
of Peerless Chimes, 2.18V)·
The next dam was a daughter cf

(Jam

For

m*ke s bed, but if she possesses the
not always practice

Knowledge she does

"may

Wholesale and Retail.

—

1. Behead of old and leave metal in
2. Behead nearly
its uatural state.
3. Behead
and leave a tournament.
bright and leave a bar. 4. Behead to
despise and leave consumed. 5. Behead to tie and leave an aniesthetic.
The beheaded letters will spell a seagoing vessel for pleasure trips.

Cure

Jeweler and Graduate

SIRK

ηκ*.

No. 1G0.—Floral Acrostic: Primais—
'This preparation contains all of the
digestuuts and digests all kinds of Spring. 1. Shrub. 2. Pansy. 3. Rose
food. It gives instant relief and never 4. Iris. 5. Narcissus. 6. Grass.

you can *et the complete work, deliveron payment of One Dollar ($1.00) ca&h.

Γ* Γ1
Γ Γ

Three letters from
4. To request. 5. A

lTO.—Behradl

Digests what you eat.

FOUND IN WO OTHER

baianoe iη amaU

WK

Ice, Coal, Cement. Lime, Hair, Brick,
Sand. &c.

an

now

free,

ed

A. W.

typical frontiersman

ENCYCLOPEDIA
! at

I

DO Y0U WANT IT?

postal or telephone to
vou a supply promptly.

4,000 biographies of noted
Den

I

Λ

and a brave leader.
It mentions the many valuable historical works
he published, how he lead hie men at Laj 'juaaimas, 2. Canty, and san Juan HllL

And this is only

PERRY DAVIS*.
A

President of the New York Police Commijaion;
Asst. secy, of the Navy, Lieutenant-Cornet and
later Colonel of the "Bough Ridera." and now

Ind^iVigable sportsman,

:c best remedy for rheumatism,
neuralgia, sciatica and lumbago.
Beware of imitations, the genuine is

j

It tel la bow after graduating from Harrard, he
Studied law, was a member of the NY. Assembly;

York.

{ "Painkiller

No.

Is t

Britannica

ICO.—IMatnoud.

2.
1. A letter.
moat 3. A fowl.
vowel.

*

Encyclopaedia
Preaident of the U.S. Civil service

Nraurrie.

1. A material used in the construction of the ark. 2. A weight. 3. An
andiron. 4. A servant In livery. 5. A
double tripod. 0. A machine for lifting ships. 7. An object of interest and
curiosity. S. A email rope made by
hand of twtj or more rope yarns twist
ed and rubbed backward and forward
9.
with canvas or tarred parceling.
The color black. 10. One of two constellations in the northern hemisphere
called respectively the Greater ani
11. A high silk hat. 12.
Lesser —.

Xo.

Goïernor

to

Every woman thinks she knows how

BAUER'S

Vk· Starr of λ Cearlete* Ma·, a
FafMm ul a Pointer.
"A good many years azo," said a well
known Michigan lawyer who was reminiscencing the other day. "I became
Are the Beet remedy for Colds, Headgreatly Interested in a state prison
A young farmer was charged ache and Grippe. They break up a Cold
case.
move the bowels gently, carrywith having driven off ten out of a quickly,
ing on fever and other poisonous mutter
to
sold
them
and
flock of twelve sheep
from the system. Guaranteed to cure.
For sale by
a butcher. He put up a fair defense, Try them. £> ceuts·
a
but was convicted and sentenced to
F. A. ShurtleffA Co.; A. Kudler, Bryant's Pond; I
term of three years.
>rln >wvcn*. «wor*1.
"There were .plenty of people fvho believed that he was perfectly innocent,
and even the butcher who bought the
sheep came in time to doubt if be had
identified the right party. After the case
had stirred up a whole county I took a
band In It In my petition to the gov-

clinging

MAl.tE.

we can «how you Mme of the be« swivel and
land side plow. In the market, both In steel an·)
woo·! beams. We have·

C _-m

Governer of New

Philosophy.

Co..

Milligan M'f'g

A. W. Walker & Son,

PARKE
ÎFkëIFs
HAIR BALSAM

C!n.·

a

S. P. MAXIM & SON.

âaie.

oe>l Harl Wool Floor Boarle for

inim

Heath &

by

and Job Work. rows, Corn

Planing, Sawing
We»»

and

to

an J

I? in want of any kinl of Klnl-h for In»Me 01
( Ml !e work, ·*η·1 In your orier·. Pine Lam
ber i.-v: ->a!nif,e» 00 has 1 Cheap for Caab.

W.

threaten and tnalyr a
mischievous sprite and the c'ose.
Separate to please and make happy

Separate

paint

IFarinjng Tools and Fertilizers.
Frames.
I
Disc.

! wi: *urc'.»h I» m >Rs απ ! WINDOWS of
SUe or ->ty;e it reasonable prices.

Ε.

as or Unary

«Ot TU PARIS.

Builders' Finish !

»l>

con.

(kkai·.
Also Floor I'aint. Floor Varnish. Coach
Mural·», Jtc.,
and Sjpar Varnish,
Masury's Railroad and Liquid Paints,
For sale by,

E. W. ( HANDLER.

M

paint.

make to revolve and above.
Separate a nocturnal bird and make
darkness and a bird resembling a fal-

Κ RE Κ Color carl an 1 our book'et. "How; to
Refurnish the Home Without Buying New Fur-

ri~e.

π:·.·_

than

easy, make a smooth surface. and any one can apply them to
walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, panMany
tries. kitchens and furniture.
beautiful tints. The surface is nonabsorbent and can be kept bright and
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.

5ο. 183.—Broke· Words.

Separate a rural worker and make a
vegetable and an Insect.
Separate a kind of pie or tart and

Don't pay fancy prices when your lea 1er will
furnieh vou "Sat#uma Interior fcnaiuela" at Um

Eh*<» Creini Balm
c

are better

They work

w*a,

ah

DOLLAR.

.4M1U nal §uaday Service.

AND

It iU Ita rv»

ONE

FARE

Covers

Ιί

A FEW WORDS ON BED MAKING

10 ctsta aa4 35 ctru. tt *11 tant «M

Pianos and Organs,
Piano Stools,

Instruction

«OP1®· otXatumt totta ladle
Addrc—: Editor Hoimniw
te^yngjed.
Com**, Oxford Democrat. Parte. Matr«

A LAWYER'S EXPERIENCE.

SHE KNEW.
"Seems to me that the rising generation is rising fast,'' said the bachelor,
who expects soon to become a benedict,
after his friends had given him up u
hopeless. "I was oat walking with my
intended the other day, and her email
niece, a girl not over 7 years of age, accompanied as. \aturaily the conversation, owing to the near approach of oar
wedding day, took a turn that was interesting to two of u«. but not to the third.
"Finally I turned to the young lady
who is soon to be my bride and said
with a smile:
"
Ί suppose all this talk is over the
little one's head?'
"Before she could reply the nose of
the 'little one' went up several degrees,
and sbe answered icily, her words falling
like so many hailstones on a tin roof:
"
Oh, don't mind me! I know what
it is! I've been in love myself"
"It was several minutes' before I succeeded in catching my breath."

FOR
EVERY
MEMBER
OF
THE
FARMER'S
FAMILY

KstaMlshe-Mn 1MI. for over sixty yean It was the NEW ^<>KK
THIUl'NK, know.< an.f road tn every Sut· tu ι..<·

WK.KKM
ΓηΙοη.
on Nov.

7,1901, It

was

ha£e<! to the

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER
a

Ilitch e'ass,

farmer ami his

υ to-late, Illustrate·! agricultural weekly, for lh.·
family—

PRICE

Sl.OO

How't
a year, but you ean l>uy It for less.
Itv subscribing through your own favorite home new-paper,
Til Κ OXKOIU) ItKMOCKAT.
I lot h pap rs one year fo- IJ.tX).
l
Setiil your oruer auil money to THE HXIORD PKMOC'KA
South Parts, Maine.

Sniiiplc copy free.

Sniid your nddr<>»«
l'AIIΠ ΕK, \ew-

KEW-VOBkTHIBIINE
York Cily.

fo

GOOD MORNING!
Do you

use a

Quaker Range?

CMMMs Breatest Entertainer
lost Fascinate ot all Toys :
VfewvrartlMre are children there sbouMalMba

A TOY GRAPHOPHONE
MAYS BAND MUSIC
KS NURSERY SONGS
REPEATS MOTHER GOOSE RHYMES

Send $1.50 and the TOY will be
deGvered expressage prepaid.

Ml! PHONOGRAPH MIT
164 ΤremontlSt. ,ilBOSTON.

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

